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1.Introduction 

EPOCS(Electron POsitron Collision Simulator) is a Monte-Carlo 

event generator for high energy eV" annihilation. This program 

generates events based on the standard model, i.e., quantum 

chromodynamics (QCD) and electro-weak theory. It works at the 

center-of-mass energy below \iTW production, i.e., in the energy 

region of TRISTAN, SLC and LEP. For these high energy machines one 

of the important subjects is the exploration for the top quark. 

The production and hadronization of the top quark is included in 

EPOCS. Besides the top quark, we expect 'new' physics in this high 

energy region. EPOCS has enough flexibility for users to cope with 

a new idea. Users can register a new particle, modify the built-in 

particle data, define new primary interactions and so on. The event 

generator has a number of parameters, both physical parameters and 

control parameters. Users can control most of these parameters in 

EPOCS at will. 

The physical model in EPOCS is briefly described in the next 

section. The reader who has not enough time to read through this 

document is recommended to read the section 3 in which the overview 

of EPCCS is given. Sections following the section 3 are technical 

details of EPOCS and useful information for users. 
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2.Physics in EPOCS 

EPOCS generates each event through the following two procedures. 

The first stage is 'perturbative' and the second one is 

'non-perturbative'. In the first stage it generates partons (quark 

and gluon) according to the matrix element calculated by 

perturbative QCD and the electro-weak theory. It may generate a 

quarkonium state if the beam energy is appropriate to produce it. 

In the second stage they are converted into hadrons by a 

hadronization model. Among these hadrons, unstable hadrons decay 

according to the particle data table. Since we know little about 

the decay modes of the particle which contains heavy quark(s), the 

decay of such a pariticle is also realized through two stages: the 

particle decays into a few partons following the perturbative 

calculation and the partons hadronize. In fig.l and fig.2, we show 

the outline of the flow chart of MAIN and EVENTS which is the master 

subroutine to generate an event. 
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(Job step-1) Create QCD parameter file 

Read control data(FT09F001) which is the same in the 
setp-2 and create QCD parameter file(FT25F001). 

job 

(Job step-2) EPOCS 

( start ) 
I 

I 1 
I INPUTS I Read control data (FT09F001). 
I 1 

I 
I 1 Prologue processes for event generation. 
I PREPR3 I Read QCD parameter file (FT25F001) for 
I 1 built-in jets mode. 

I 
I I Option 
I USER1S I Called with NCAL=0. 
I 1 (NCAL is the argument of USER1S.) 

I 
+ ( loop NEVE times ) 
I I 
I I 
I L 1 
I I EVENTS I Produce an event. 
I I 1 
I I 
I I I Option 
I I USER1S I Called with NCAL=1 
I I 1 
I I 
I I 1 
I I MTOUTS I Output an event to file 
I I 1 
I I 
+ + 

I 
I I Option 
I USER1S I Called with NCAL=2 
I 1 

I 
( stop ) 

Fig.l Outline of the flow in the main program. Names quoted in 
boxes are the names of subroutines. USER1S is called only when 
NUSR=1 in the input control data. 
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(Job step-l) Create QCD parameter file 

Read control data(FT09FOOl) which is the same in the job 
setp-2 and create QCD parameter file(FT25FOOl). 

(Job step-2) El究氾S

( start ) 
I 

1---ーーーーーーI
1 INPlIT$ 1 
1--一一一ー一--1

I 
I一一一一ー一一-1
1 PREPRS 1 
I一一一ー一一一ー-1

I 
I一一一一ー一一一-1
1 US四 1$ 1 
1-一一一一ーーー-1

I 
+一一-(loop NEVE 
1 1 
1 1 
1 L一一一一ーー一一-1
1 1 EV聞T$ 1 
1 1-一一-一----1
1 1 
1 1一一一ー一ーー一-1
1 1 US四 1$ 1 
1 1-一一ーーーー--1
1 1 
1 1一一一一一一一一一I
1 1 MTOlIT$ 1 
1 1---ーーーーー-1
1 1 
十一一ーーーーーーー+

I 
1--一一-ーーー-1
1 USERl$ 1 
1-ーーーー-ーー-1

I 
( stop ) 

Read control data (FT09FOOl). 

Prologue processes for evcnt generation. 
Read QCD parameter file (FT25FOOl) for 
built-in jels mode. 

Option 
Called with NC札 =0.
(NCAL is the argument of USERl$.) 

times ) 

Produce an event. 

Option 
Called with NC札 =1

Outpul an event to file 

Option 
Called with NCAL=2 

Fig.l Outline of the flow in the main program. Names quoted in 
boxes are the names of subroutines. USERl$ is called on1y when 
NUSR=l in the input conlr01 data. 
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( start:EVENTS ) 
I 
+ 
I 
I 
I 
+ 
I 

( Select Mode )—+ 
I 

+ < +-

-I BESFCS 
I 

-I RADCOS 
I 

-I 
I 
-I 

-I 
I 
-I 

(Option, include 
beam energy spread) 

(Option, initial 
Bremsstrahlung ) 

I 
-+ 
I 

I QGJETS 
I 

I 
I 
I HADRNS 
I 

I 

-I 
I 
-I 

-I 
I 
-I 

I RESONS 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-I 
I 
-I 

+ > 

I 

- + — 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
+ 
I 

I-
I 
I-

I-
I 
I-

I-
I 
I-

I-
I 
I-

I-
•<—I 

ONIUMS 

WEAKDS 

HIGGSS 

USER3S 

DECAYS 

I 
-I HADRNS 
I 

-I 
I—>-
-I 

-I 
I— >-
-I 

-I 
I—>-
-I 

-I 
I—>-+ 
-I 

-I 
I 
-I 

I USER2S 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
+ 

(Generate primary 
vertex. 
QGJETS: QCD jets, 
RESONS:quarkonium, 
USER2S:mode 
defined by user) 

(Hadronize quarks 
and/or gluons. ) 

( Decay of heavy 
quarkonium. ) 

( Decay of hadron 
with heavy flavor.) 

( Decay of Higgs 
Particle. ) 

(If a particle defined 
by user exists, 
it,is processed. ) 

(Decay of unstable 
hadron according to 
decay data table.) 

( return ) 

Fig.2 Outline of the flow in EVENTS, 
the names of subroutines. 

Names quoted in boxes are 
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( start:EVENT$ ) 
1 1---一ーーーー-1
+一一一一一一一一1BESBC$ 1 (Option， include 
1 1---------1 beam energy spread) 
I 
1 1--一ーーー---1
+一一一一一一一一1RA民0$ 1 (Option， initial 
1 1ー・『ーーーー一-1 Bremsstrahlung) 

( Select Mode )ーー+

I 
+ーーーーーーーーーく一一ー一一+ーーーーー)--ー『ーーー一一+

111  
1-一一--ーー--1 1-一ーーー一一--1 1-ー一一一ー一一-1
1 CGJErS 1 1 RESON$ 1 1 US目立$ 1 
1-ーー一一一ーー-1 1-ーーーーーー--1 1-一一一ー一ーー-1
1 11  

1--ーーー一ー一一111
1 HADRN$ 1 1 1 
I一一一ー一ーーー-1 1 1 
1 11  
+一一一一一一一一一〉一一一一一+一一一一一くーーー一一ー一一一+

I 
I 

(Generate primary 
vertex. 
~JEr$:応D jets， 
REヨON$:q uar koni wn ， 
us田辺訪:mode

defined by user) 

1 1-ーーーーー一ー-1
+ーく--1HAD附$ 1 

(Hadronize quarks 
and/or gluons. ) 

1 1-ーーーーー一一一I
1 1 

+一ー〉由一ーーーー+ 1 
111  
1 1-ーーーー一ーー-1 1 
1 1α沼山崎 Iー〉ー+

1 1---------1 1 
1 11  
1 1---------1 1 
1 1 WEAKD$ 1ー〉ー+

1 1---------1 1 
1 11  
1 1-ーーーー一ーー-1 1 
1 1 H1α芯:$ 1ー〉ー+

1 1一一ー一ーーーー-1 1 
1 11  
1 1--ーーー一ーー-1 1 
1 1 USEl冶'$ 1ー>ー+

1 1-ーーーーーーー-1
1 1 
1 1一一一一ー一一一-1
+ーく--1DECAY$ 1 

1-ーーーーーー『ーI
I 

( return ) 

( Decay of heavy 
quarkonium. ) 

( Decay of hadron 
with heavy flavor.) 

( Decay of Higgs 
Particle. ) 

(lf a particle defined 
by user exists， 
it，is processed. ) 

(Decay of unstable 
hadron according to 
decay data table.) 

Fig.2 Outline of the flow in ~、H・'$. Names quoted in boxes are 
the names of subroutines. 
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When the QCD jet mode is selected as the primary vertex, we 

generate jets up to the second order of as, i.e., qq", qq~G, qqGG 

and qqqq jets. In the QGJETS, the mode of jets is selected by their 

cross sections and the four momenta of partons are generated 

according to the matrix elements which are calculated assuming 

partons are on-mass-shell[l]. Since the cross sections for three 

and four jets are divergent for the radiation of soft and/or 

collinear gluon, we have to introduce a cut-off to regularize the 

singularity. EPOCS prepares two methods for the regularization: 

One is the (e,5) method by Sterman-Weinberg[2] and the another is a 

minimun invariant mass of a parton pair[3]. In order to generate 

QCD jets, we have to calculate the fraction of jets and the 

differential cross section modified by the contribution from the 

cancelation between the degenerated configulation and the virtual 

correction. Since this calculation consumes much computer time, we 

have separated this step as is shown in fig.l. The QCD parameter 

file only depends on the center-of-mass energy, the masses of quarks 

and the cut-off parameters for jets(e and 8 or ym,„). So if the 

paramater file exists and the above parameters are the same, users 

can skip the job step-1. When the primary interaction is determined 

by the user's mode, the parameter file is unnecessary. As the energy 

dependence of the values in the file is small except for the 

threshold region of heavy quarks, it is allowed for users to use 

the same parameter file for the event generation with a similar value 

of energy. 

In the HADRNS, colored quanta(quarks and gluons) are converted 

into hadrons. We call the object processed in HADRN3 as 'vertex'. 

A vertex is a set of particles and it should be totally color singlet 

while it contains colored quanta. Examples of vertex are the qq~ 
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system produced by e+e~ annihilation, three gluons which come from 

the decay of a heavy quarkonium, two quarks and two leptons which 

are decay products of a top meson. As in the last example, a vertex 

may be a mixture of colored and uncolored particles. By an input 

parameter we can choose one of tvo hadronization modes, the global 

mode and the local mode. In both cases we convert a gluon into a 

quark and an anti-quark. A gluon may be converted into a di-quark 

and an anti-di-quark according to an input parameter. In the global 

mode, quarks hadronize in the center-of-mass system of the vertex. 

In the local mode, pairs of quark and anti-quark are formed first. 

The each quark pair hadronizes in the center-of-mass system of 

itself. The global mode is the so-called independent jet model[4] 

and the local mode is similar to the string fragmentation by LUND 

group[5]. The hadronization of a quark is the iteration of cascade. 

At each step, the flavor of sea quark, the spin of hadron, the 

transverse momentum to the jet axis and the energy fraction of hadron 

are determined stochastically. The quarks at the end points of 

cascade are recombined to form hadrons. A baryon consists of a quark 

and a di-quark. The di-quarks originate as a sea di-quark pair and 

they can also come from a gluon. The lower half of the Fig.2 is 

the decay of particles. ONIUMS, WEAKDS, HIGGSS and USER3S are 

responsible for the decay of a heavy quarkonium, a hadron with heavy 

flavor, a Higgs particle and a particle introduced by users, 

respectively. Since the particle quoted above may be a vertex, the 

flow line goes to HADRNS. For the toponium, EPOCS calculates its 

full width, its leptonic width and branching ratio of various decay 

modes, using the potential model for heavy quark system. By the 

values of width and the beam energy spread, we can determine how to 

mix trie quarkonium events and events by QCD jets. For the decay 
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modes, we prepare three gluons, two gluons and photon, qq, gs IT, 

Higgs and gs photon, weak decay into 4 fermions and weak decay into 

a bb. In the WEAKDS, we treat the decay of toped hadrons as well 

as a part of bottomed and charmed hadrons. The heavier quark decays 

into three quarks or a quark and two leptons. The momentum 

distribution of final state is determined by the V-A four-fermi 

interaction. Only exception to this is the semi-leptonic decay of 

a meson where we use the appropriate matrix element. A Higgs 

particle decays into a pair of fermions in HIGGSS where the fraction 

is proportional to the squared mass of the fermion. 

Ordinary unstable particles like o, K* etc., decay into 

secondaries in the DECAY-S according to the particle data table which 

is built in EPOCS. 
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3.Overview of EPOCS 

What EPOCS generates as an event is a list of particles which 

has a tree structure from initial vertex to particles observed by 

the detector where 'initial vertex" stands for a system of quarks 

and gluons or a quarkonium in the usual mode. The list is a set of 

record for each particle. A record consists of the particle 

identification code number, its 4-momentum and the information on 

its history. The list is stored in the common area named /STACKA/ 

which is described in section 5. Each species of particle has its 

own identification code number. The table of code number is given 

in the appendix. Comprehensive discussion of the particle code is 

given in section 5 for /PADATA/ and /BASEAD/. 

EPOCS is a complete program, i.e., it has its own main routine. 

Interface to users is provided as follows: 

(A) Control data 

This is an essential file to run EPOCS. Physical parameters,, 

e.g., center-of-mass energy, QCD A parameter, etc., and control 

parameters, e.g., print option, jet multiplicity, quark flavor, 

etc. , are specified in this data file. EPOCS has a function to 

register particle(s) defined by users and that to modify the built-in 

particle data table. These functions are also controlled by this 

data. This file is allocated to logical unit FT09F001, and it is 

read by INPUTS as is shown in fig. 1. An example of this data is given 

in the member DATA as described above. The detailed explanation of 

this control data is given in section 4. 

(B) Common area and coding rules 

In section 5, important data structures appearing in the common 

area are described. EPOCS has the following rules for the external 

names. A name of module consists of 6 characters and the last one 
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is '8'. ( '$' is sometimes replaced by 'S'for some machines.) A 

name of common area is 6 characters and has no regulation. If users 

want to check the names of common areas, they should read the BLOCK 

DATA program in the member BLOCKD which contains all the common 

areas. 

(C) Output data file 

This is an optional file to run EPOCS. According to the control 

data, EPOCS writes the information of each produced event on a file. 

The information consists of the identification code, momentum and 

energy and the history for each particle. It is possible to output 

intermediate information including the initial partons and unstable 

particles or to output only the information on final stable 

particles. The detailed format of this data file is given in section 

6. 

(D) User's routines 

As an option, users can link their own subroutine(s) with EPOCS. 

Special names, USER1S, USER23 and USER3S are reserved for these 

routines. In figs.l and 2, it is shown how these subroutines are 

called. To study the produced events, USER1S processes each event 

for analysis when it is generated. User fan use USER2-S to define 

the primary vertex except for the quark-gluon jets or a quarkonium 

which are built in the system. If one registers new particles to 

EPOCS, USER3S handles these particles. Rules to write these routines 

are presented in section 7. .- . 

(E) QEPOCS mode 

As is noted previously, EPOCS is a complete program. For some 

purposes one may want to drive it as a subroutines under the user's 

main program. QEPOCS (Quick EPOCS ) is a driver to use EFOCS as a 

library for hadronization and decay. For instance, users can write 
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is '$・. (・8・issometimes replaced by '$' 'for some machines.) A 

name of common area is 6 characters and has no regulation. If users 

want lo check lhe names of common areas， they should read the BUαK 

DATA program in the member BLCX:l① which contains al1 the common 

areas. 

(C) Output data file 

This is an optional file to run ~工S. According to the control 

data， El司~ writes the information of each produced event on a file. 

The information consists of the identification code， momentum and 

energy and the history for each particle. 1t is possible to output 

intermediate information including the initial partons and unstable 

particles or to output only the information on final stable 

particles. The detailed format of this data file is gi ven in section 

6. 

(D) User ・sroutines 

As an option， users can link their own subroutine(s) with El究X:S.

Special names， USER1$， US日程:$ and USEIむ，$ are reserved for these 

routines. 1n figs.l and 2， it is shown how these subroutines are 

called. To study the produced events， USERt$ processes each event 

for analysis when it is generated. User &an use USER2S to define 

the primary vertex except for the quark-gluon jets or a quar】wnium

which are built in the system. If one registers new particles to 

B羽 S，USER3iT handles these particles. Rules to write these routines 

are presented in section 7. 
/〆/

(E) QEPC児Smode 

As is noted previously， 日究犯Sis a complete program. For some 

purposes one may want to drive it as a subroutines under the user ・S

main program. QEPOCS (Quick EPα~ ) is a driver to use EF民 Sas a 

library for hadronization and decay. For instance， users can write 
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the event generator for lepton-hadron or hadron-hadron scattering 

using QEPOCS. The details are given in section 8. 

(F) Analysis subroutines 

We have a standard analysis program package for e V annihilation 

including multiplicity, momentum distribution, thrust, sphericity, 

acoplanarity, energy flow, invariant mass of jet, transverse 

momentum distribution, etc.. As is noticed above, a standard way 

to analyze events generated by EPOCS is to write a USERIS for its 

purpose. In the member named USERS, there is an example of 

USER1SB which executes most of analyses mentioned above. The analysis 

routine may be used by itself without EPOCS. In section 9, the usage 

of these routines is given. 

(G) Useful modules 

Among a number of modules in EPOCS, some routines would be useful 

for users to develop his USERxS routines. Modules which do not 

access common areas are•particularly convenient since no unwanted 

subsidiary effects occur. In section 10, the usage of these modules 

is discussed. The functions of these modules are as follows: to 

decay according to phase space, to boost a set of 4- vectors, Euler 

rotation of a set of vectors, matrix element for four Fermi 

interaction, to determine quark contents of a hadron, to list up 

hadrons with a given quark components, random number generator, etc. 
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the event generator for lepton-hadron or hadron-hadron scattering 

using QEPOCS. The details are given in section 8. 

(F) Analysis subroutines 

We have a standard analysis program package for ぜe-annihilation 

including multiplicity， momentum distr・ibution，thrust， sphericity， 

acoplanarity， energy flow， invariant mass of jet， transverse 

momentum distribution， etc.. As is noticed above， a standard way 

to analyze events generated by EP∞S is to write a USERl$ for its 

purpose. In the member named USEIお there is an example of 

USERl$ which executes most of analyses mentioned above. The analysis 

routine may be used by i tself wi thout EI宅氾S. In section 9， the usage 

of these routines is given. 

(G) Useful modules 

Among a number of modules in EPCX:S， some routines would be useful 

for users to develop his USERx$ routines. Modules which do not 

access common areas are.particularly convenient since no unwanted 

subsidiary effects occur. In section 10， the usage of these modules 

is discussed. The functions of these modules are as fo11ows: to 

decay according to phase space， to boost a set of 4-vectors， Euler 

rotation of a set of vectors， matrix element for four Fermi 

interaction， to determine quark contents of a hadron， to list up 

hadrons with a given quark components， random number generator， etc. 
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4. Control data 

Parameters to control the various function of EPOCS are read at 

run-time from the file defined as FT09F001. This file is expected 

to be of fixed record of length 80. Each data except for the title 

characters in the first line is read by READ(9,*), i.e., free format 

field is assumed. The first 43 lines cannot be omitted or their 

order cannot be changed. Optional data block(s) may be placed after 

these essential lines. 

As is described in the previous section, an example of this 

control data is found in the member named DATA in the standard file. 

The variables with asterisk are used in the job step-1 which 

creates the QCD parameter file. 

The following description of the control data has the form of 

Record number : Variable Name Meaning of variable. 

Except for the first line all variables are numbers. For the 

type of variables, the rule of implicit type definition is employed. 

Real number is type of R*8 and integer number is type of 1*4. 

l: TITLE Title characters(Character*80) 

2: RSSSS* Center-of-mass energy [GeV] 

3: IBRFG Flag for beam energy spread. 
0=No beam energy spread. 
l=Modify RSSSS and boost the system along the beam. 

When IBRFG=1, the produced event is not in 
the center-of-mass system. 

SIGMA Variation of beam energy spread [GeV]. 
When IBRFG=1 and SIGMA=0.0, SIGMA is calculated 
from the beam parameter for TRISTAN. 

4: NEVE Number of events to generate. 

5: TMAX Maximum CPU Time in [min]. 

6: NFMT File number to write the event information. 

7: NSEED Seed for random number generation. 

8: MAXER Event generation will terminate abnormally when 
errors occur MAXER times. (MAXER=-1 means it is 
infinite.) 
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4. Control data 

Parameters to control the various function of D亮氾Sare read at 

run-time from the file defined as FT09FOOl. This file is expected 

to be of fixed record of length 80. Each data except for the tit1e 

characters in the first 1ine is read by READC9，*)， i.e.， free format 

fie1d is assumed. The first 43 lines cannot be omi tted or their 

order cannot be changed. Optional data b1ock(s) may be placed after 

these essentia1 lines. 

As is described in the previous section， an example of this 

control data is found in the member named DATA in the standard file. 

The variables with asterisk are used in the job step-l which 

creates the QCD parameter fi1e. 

The following description of the contro1 data has the form of 

Record number Variable Name Meaning of variable. 

Except for the first 1ine a11 variab1es are numbers. For the 

type of variab1es， the ru1e of imp1icit type definition is emp1oyed. 

Real number is type of R寸8and integer number is type of 1キ4.

1: TITLE 

2: 郎 S岱ホ

3: 1B町ロ

SIGt-仏

4: NEVE 

5: TMAX 

6: NF1'町

7: NSEED 

8: MAXER 

Title characters(Characterヰ80)

Center-of-mass energy (GeV) 

F1ag for be訓 energyspread. 
O=No beam energy spread. 
l=Modify RSSSS and boosl the system a10ng the beam. 

When IBRFG=l， the produced event is not in 
the center-of-mass system. 
Variation of be釧 energyspread (GeV). 
When 1BRFG=l and SIGMA=O.O， S1CMA is calculated 
from the be訓 parameterfo'r TRISTAN. 

Number of events to generate. 

Maximum CPU Time in (min). 

Fi1e numher to write the event information. 

Seed for random number generation. 

Event generation wi11 terminate abnormally when 
errors occur MAXER times. CMAXER=ー1means it is 
infinite. ) 
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9: NDEBG Usually set to be 0. 
l=Trace the flow in EVENTS to debug. 

10: IHADR 0=Hadronize in the global color singlet system. 
(so called independent jet model) 

l=Hadronize in the local color singlet system, 
(a la string model) 

IQCDC* 0=Cut for mass singularity is imposed by 
e and 5 a la Sterman-Weinberg. 
l=Cut for mass singularity is imposed by 
ynin=((minimum invariant mass)/RSSSS)2) . 

11-16: These parameters determine the fragmentation function 
of a quark. Each line corresponds to u,d,s,c,b and t. 

APARM(i) Parameter-a. 
^PARM(i) Parameter-b. 
IPARM(i) Formula of fragmentation function. 

0 = /(2)=l-a+(l-z)b 

1 = /(z)=iV/(z(l-l/z-a/(l-z))2) z<b 
2 = /(2) = (jVA)(l-2)aexp(-b/2r) 

PPARM(i) Fraction for PS-meson/(PS-meson + V-meson). 

17: FLSTR Suppression factor for s-quark pair. 
FLCHR Suppression factor for c-quark pair. 

18: PTQUA Transverse momentum spread for quark 
fragmentation [GeV]. 

PTGLU Transverse momentum spread when gluon is 
converted into quark-anti-quark pair[GeV]. 

19: AMMUQ* Mass of u-quark [GeV]. 

AMMDQ* Mass of d-quark [GeV]. 

AMMSQ* Mass of s-quark [GeV]. 

20: AMMCQf- Mass of c-quark [GeV]. 

AMMBQ* Mass of b-quark [GeV]. 

AMMTQ* Mass of t-quark [GeV]. 

21: FLAMD QCD A parameter [GeV]. 

22: Cutoff parameter for mass singularity. 
EPSST* e for IQCDC=0, ymin for IQCDC=1. 

DELST* 6 for IQCDC=0. 

23: WM Mass of W gauge boson [GeV]. 
ZM Mass of Z gauge boson [GeV]. 
HM Mass of Higgs particle [GeV]. 

24: NWEAK* Specify the coupling of lepton current and 
hadronic current. 
0 = Electro-weak theory. 
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9: NDEBG 

10: lHADR 

I~民宇

Usually set to be O. 
l==Trace the flow in EVENT$ to debug. 

O=Hadronize in the global color singlet system. 
(so called independent jet model) 

l==Hadronize in the local color singlet system. 
(a la string model) 

O~Cut for mass singularity is imposed by 
εand δa la Sterman-Weinberg. 
I=Cut for mass singularity is imposeg by 
!llIIi n= ((minimum invar ian t mass)バ羽S活)勺

11-16: These parameters determine the fragmentation function 
of a quark. Each line corresponds to u，d，s，c，b and t. 

APARM(i) Parameter-a. 
中 政M(i) Parameter-b. 
IPARM(i) Formula of fragmenta~ion function. 

o = f(z)=1-α+(1-z)O 
1 = f(z)=N/(z(I-1/z目 α1(1-z))':;) z<b 
2 = f(z) = (N/z) (1-z)Oexp(-b/z) 

PPARM(i) Fraction for PS-meson/(PS-meson + V-meson). 

17: F1..SfR 
FLCHR 

18: PfQUA 

PfGLU 

19: 必制日Q宇

TJφ1DQキ

AMMSQ宇

20: AMMCQ十

必制BQ牢

必例fQ本

21: FLAMD 

包:

EPS訂ヰ

DE1.Sf* 

23: 情4
ZM 
HM 

24: NWEAK本、

Suppression factor for s-quark pair. 
Suppression factor for c-quark pair. 

Transverse momentum spread for quark 
fragmentation (GeV). 
Transverse momentum spread when gluon is 
converted into quark-anti-quark pair(GeV). 

Mass of u-quark [GeV). 

Mass of d-quark [GeV). 

Mass of s--quark [GeV). 

Mass of c-quark [GeV). 

Mass of b-quark [GeV]. 

Mass of t-quark [GeV]. 

q::D ̂  parameter (GeV]. 
Cutoff parameter for mass singularity. 

εfor I~民=0. !llIIin for IQ:回二=1.

δfor IQ:民=0.

Mass of W gauge boson [GeV). 
Mass of Z gauge boson [GeV). 
Mass of Higgs particle (GeV]. 

Specify the coupling of lepton current and 
hadronic current. 
o == Electro-weak theory. 
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25: 

26: 

IIIIU+ 

IIIID* 
IHISt 
IIIIC* 
IIIIB* 
IIIIT+ 

I2JET 

I3JET 
I4JQQ 
I4JQG 

1 = QED only. 

Flag to produce u-quark jet. 
0/1 = OFF/ON. 
Same for d-quark. 
Same for s-quark. 
Same for c-quark. 
Same for b-quark. 
Same for t-quark. 

Flag to produce qq~ 2 jets. 
0/1 = OFF/ON. 
Flag to produce qqG_3 jets. 
Flag to produce qqqq 4 jets. 
Flag to produce qqGG 4 jets. 

27: IONIU Flag to produce quarkonium state as the primary 
product. 
0 = Produce both quarkonium state and QCD jets. 

Mixing rate is computed properly. 
1 = Produce only the quarkonium state 
-1= Suppress production of quarkonium state. 

29: 

30: 

RC1 

RC2 

IDUMP 

28: IRADC Flag for radiative correction for initial 
e-line. 
0 = No radiative correction. 
1,2 = Introduce radiative correction 
by method-1,2 in ref.[6]. Radiated 
photon Is added to the last line of the list. 

Minimum photon energy in radiative correction 
[GeV]. No meaning for IRADC=0 and 2. 
Maximum photon energy in radiative correction 
[GeV]. No meaning for IRADC=0. 

Control parameter to print list of event. 
0 = Print all events. 
-1= No print. 
n = Print event once in n-events. (n>0) 

31: IPRPT Flag to print particle data table built in 
EPOCS. 0/1 = OFF/ON. 

32: ICOUN Flag to print multiplicity of stable particle 
with event list. 1/0 = OFF/ON: 

IEDIT Edit flag for list of event. 
0 = All particles. 
1 = Final stable particles only. 
2 = Primary vertex and final stable particles. 

33: Parameter in ADJSTS. This routine adjusts the 
4-vector of particles since the hadronization 
cause small momentum non-conservation. 

RESEP Small parameter to check convergence. 
RESMX Tolerance factor for adjusting. When the ratio 

of original energy and rescaled energy is 
greater than RESMX, this event is rejected. 
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25: IIIIU牢

IIIID宇

IIIIS宇

IIIIC牢

IIIIBi< 
IIII1九十

26: 12JEr 

13JEr 
14JCQ 
14J∞ 

Z7: IONIU 

部 lRAOC

29: 配 1

応 2

30: IDUMP 

31: 1PRPT 

32: 1CO凶

33: 

1EDIT 

RESEP 
RESMX 

1 = QED only. 

Flag to produce u-quark jet. 
0/1 = OFF /ON . 

Same for d-quark. 
Same for s-quark. 
Same for c-quark. 
Same for b-quark. 
Same for t-quark. 

Flag to produce qq 2 jets. 
0/1 = OFF/ON. 
Flag to produce qqG 3 jets. 
Flag to produce qqqq 4 jets. 
Flag to produce qqGG 4-jeLs. 

Flag to produce quarkonium state as the pri~ary 
product. 
o = Produce both quarkonium state and QCD jets. 

Mixing rate is computed properly. 
1 = Produce only the quarkonium slate 
ー1=Suppress production of quar】wniumstate. 

Flag for radiative correction for initial 
e-line. 
o = No radiative correction. 
1.2 = Introduce radiative correction 
by meLhod-l，2 in ref .(6). Radiated 
photon '~s ベdded to the last line of the list. 

Minimum photon energy in radiative correction 
(GeV). No meaning for lRADC=O and 2. 
Maximum photon energy in radiative correction 
(GeV). No meaning for lRA民 =0.

Control parameter to print list of event. 
o = Print all events. 
-1= No print. 
n = Print event once in n-events. (n>O) 

Flag to print particle data table built in 
回そ氾S. 0/1 = 0即iON.

Flag to print multiplicity of stable particle 
with event list. 1/0 = 0町'/ON:
国 itflag for list of event. 
o = All particles. 
1 = Final stable particles only. 
2 = Primary vertex and final stable particles. 

Parameter in ADJST$. This routine adjusts the 
4-vector of particles since the hadronization 
cause small momentum non-conservation. 

Small parameter to check convergence. 
Tolerance factor for adjusting. When the ratio 
of original energy and rescaled energy is 
greater than R回MX，this event is rejected. 
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NPRRS Flag to print the trace of rescaling. 
0/1 = OFF/ON. 

34: I0CN1 Flag to write the list of event on file 
specified by NFMT (record-6). 
1 = Write. 
0 = No write. 
-1= Write only when I0CN2=1. 

35: I0CN2 (Reserved.) 

36: I0CN3 Format to write event on file. 
0 = F-format (Fixed record length). 
1 = V-format (Variable record length). 

37: I0CN4 (Reserved.) 

38: Parameters to control the user's routines. 
NUSR 0 = No call USER1S. 

1 = Call USER1S. 
FUSR2 Should be in the range of 0.0 to 1.0. 

Fraction FUSR2 of events use USER2S for the 
generation of primary vertex. The vest of events 
are produced as usual. 

NUSR3 0 = No call USER3S. 
1 = Call USER3S to process particles registered 
by users. 

39: IWK 0 = Weak decay parameters are default values. 
1 = Update weak decay parameters. 

Need labeled data block *WKD. 

40: IUP 0 = Particle data table are default values. 
1 = Update particle data table including the 

introduction of new particle(s). 
Need labeled data block *UPP and/or *UPD. 

41: ICK 0 = No call CHECKS. 
1 = Call CHECKS to check particle data table. 

42: IDQ 0 = Parameters for di-quark are default values. 
1 = Update parameters for di-quark. 

Need labeled data block *DIQ. 

43: MDGTQ To determine the distribution of energy 
when a gluon turns to a quark and an anti-quark. 
1 . . uniform ( / ( z > l ) 
2 . . / ( r )=2 2 +( l -2 ) z 

3 .. transfer all gluons's energy to quark or 
anti-quark at random, (a la Hoyer) 

4 .. give half of gluon's energy to quark and 
anti-quark. 

Optional labeled data block should be located after the above 

records. The order of blocks is arbitrary. The first line of each 
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NPRRS 

34: 1∞Nl 

35: 1∞N2 

36: 1配 N3

3才 1民N4

38: 
NUSR 

FUS隠

NUSR3 

39: 1聞く

40: IUP 

41: ICK 

42: 1閃

43: M氏ITQ

Flag to print the trace of rescaling. 
0/1 ;::; OF下，/ON.

Flag to write the list of event on file 
specified by NF1恒・ (record-6).
1 = Write. 
o = No write. 
一1=Write only when IOCN2=1. 

(Reserved.) 

Format to write event on file. 
o = F-format (Fixed record length). 
1 = V-format (Variable record length). 

(Reserved. ) 

Parameters to control the user's routines. 
o = No call USE1ミ1$.
1 = Call USERl$. 
Should be in the range of 0.0 to 1.0. 
Fraction FUS隠 ofevents use USER2$ for the 
generation of primary vertex. The t'est of events 
are produced as usual. 
o = No call USElミ3$.
1 = Call US四3$to process particles registered 
by users. 

o = Weak decay parameters are default values. 
= Update weak decay parameters. 

Need labeled data block ヰ明①.

o = Particle data table are default values. 
1 = Update particle data table including the 

introduction of new particle(s). 
Need labeled data block ヰuppand/or札JPD.

o = No call CH民間.

1 = Call CH民 K$to check particle data table. 

o = Parameters for di-quark are default values. 
= Update parameters for di-quark. 
Need labeled data blockキDIQ.

To determine the distribution of energy 
when a gluon turns to a quark and an anti-quark. 
1 .. unifor治 (f(司=1) 
2 .， f(z)=z2+(t -=-.2)2 
3 .. transfer all gluons's energy to quark or 

anti-quark at random. (a la Hoyer) 
4 .. give half of gluon・senergy to quark and 

anti-quark. 

Optional labeled data block should be located after the above 

records. The order of blocks is arbitrary. The first line of each 
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block is a label to be located in the first 4 columns. 

*WKD block. 7 lines. 

1: (label) 
2: CUWEA 

CEWEA 

3: BUWEA 
RCWEA 
BEWEA 
BMWEA 
BTWEA 

4: TUWEA 
TCWEA 
TEWEA 
TMWEA 
TTWEA 

5: CDMOD 

CSMOD 

6: BUMOD 
BCMOD 

7: TDMOD 
TSMOD 
TBMOD 

*WKD 
Fraction c-quark -> x + 
Fraction c-quark -> x + 

Fraction b-quark -> x + 
Fraction b-quark -> x + 
Fraction b-quark -> x + 
Fraction b-quark -> x + 
Fraction b-quark -> x + 

V* 
V* 

W* 
Wt 
W* 
W* 
W* 

Fraction t-quark -> x x W* 
Fraction t-quark -> x + V* 
Fraction t-quark -> x + W* 
Fraction t-quark -> x + W* 
Fraction t-quark -> x + W* 

w* 
-> ud. 
-> eve. 

W* -> ud. 
w* 
W* 
w* 
w* 

-> cs. 
-> 
-> 
-> 

eve. 
/iiV 
XV-,. 

W* -> ud. 
w* -> cs. 
W* -> eve. 
w* -> /JU,,. 
w* -> rvr. 

Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix element 
for c-d. 
Same for c-s. 

Same for b-u. 
Same for b-c. 

Same for t-d. 
Same for t-s. 
Same for t-b. 

*UPP, +UPD block. Number of lines indefinite. 

x 

x+1 

x+n 

y 

y+i 

y+m 

z 

(header) 

PDATA 

+UPP 

PDATA 

(header) *UPD 

HDECY 

'HDECY 

(header) +EMD 

where y=x+n+l and z=y+m+l. When n=0 omit x: and when m=0 omit y:. 
For the details of PDATA and HDECY, see section 5. Format of the 
data lines is as follows. The first 10 columns are fixed format. 

PDATA-line := Function 
format Al ,1X 

HDECY-line := Function 
format Al ,9X 

where Function 'A* 

, Name , ID , (PDATA(i.ID),i=l ,8) 
, A8 , (free format after 11 column) 

ADDRESS , (HDBCY(i,ADDRESS),i=l,6) 
, (free format after 11 column) 

Append new data, 
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b10ck is a label to be 10cated in the first 4 co1umns. 

宇聞の block.7 lines. 

牢切の

Fraction c-quark -> x + Jy+ ， Jy+ -> ud. 
Fraction c-quarkー>x + ly+ ， Wヰー> eVe・

(label) 
cm但A
C日但A

2: 

， 1t/>i<ー>ud. 
w牢ー>cs. 

，'11牢ー> eve • 

• wキー〉 μνμ-
W宇一〉 τντ.

ヰ
申
牢
・
本
米
-

u
n
M
H
M
W
H
n
u
n
 

+
+
+
+
+
 

x
x
x
x
x
 

〉

〉

〉

〉

〉

一
一
一
-
『

FractiQn b-quark 
Fraction b-quark 
Fraction b-quark 
Fraction b-quark 
Fraction b-quark 

BUWEA 
民陀A
BEWEA 
四1WEA
BTWEA 

3: 

， W*ー>ud. 
w本一>cs. 

，W宇一>eJ.le・

， w宇一>μνμ・

V牢ー>てνr・

↓
チ
ヰ
ホ
・
牢
牢

w"
日
明
日
刊
口
町
口
胃

・
+
+
+
+
+

x
x
x
x
x
 

¥
/
¥
/
¥
/
¥
/
¥
/
 

一
-
一
一
一

Fraction t-quark 
Fraction L-quark 
Fraction t-quark 
Fraction t-quark 
Fraction t-quark 

TUWEA 
TCWEA 
TEWEA 
TMWEA 
TTWEA 

4: 

Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing malrix elemenl 
for c-d. 
Same for c-s. 

CD~幻D5: 

Same for b-u. 
Same for b-c. 

CSMOD 

BUMOD 
BCMOD 

6: 

Same for t-d. 
Same for t-s. 
Same for t-b. 

牢UPDblock. Number of 1ines indefinite. 

TDMOD 
TSMOD 
TBMOD 

7: 

牢upp，

宇UPP(header) x 

PDATA x+t: 

x+n: PDATA 

牢UPD(header) y 

由民Yy+t: 

y+m: HDJ記Y

omiL x: and when m=Q omil y:. 
see section 5. Format of the 
10 c01umns are fixed format. 

牢END

where y=x+n+1 and z=y+m+1. When n=O 
For the detai1s of PDATA and HD日;Y，
data 1ines is as f0110ws. The first 

(header) z 

ID ， (PDATA(i， ID) ，i=1 ，8) 
(free formal after 11 c01umn) 

Name 
A8 

PDATA-line := Function 
format A1 ，1X 

ADDRESS ， (}也氏Y(i，ADDRESS)，i=1 ，6) 
(free formal after 11 c01umn) 

. Append new data， 
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HDECY-line := Function 
format A1 ，9X 

where runction =・A・



'M' .. Modify existing data, 
'D' .. Delete existing data. 

(Example-1) 
Registration of charged heavy leptons of mass=25GeV 
particles of code number=120,121 and of type=20. 

as the 

+UPP 
A HL-
A HL+ 
•END 

120., 20., 25.0, -1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0. 
121., 20., 25.0, +1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0. 

(Example-2) 
In the standard mode, the neutral pion does not decay. However, 
the decay mode cf it into two photons is hidden in the HDECY 
table at the address=l1. So if users want to let it decay, the 
following data lines activate this mode. 

+UPP 
M PI0 
*END 

207. 0.135, 0., 0., 0., 0. 11 

(Caution) When users use this option and modify PDATA and/or 
HDECY table carelessly, it may result unexpected output or it may 
cause disaster like infinite loop. It is recommended to use this 
option as follows: In the first run, specify IPRPT and ICK flags 
on (=1) and generate small number of events(=NEVE) and print out 
most of events (IDUMP=0). In the JCL, CPU time upper limit is to 
be specified carefully. After the careful examination of the 
output of this first run, you generate the desired number of 
events. 

+DIQ block. 6 lines. 

1: (header) +DIQ 

2: DIQUA Fraction to produce di-quark pairs for each 
branch of a quark. 

3: UU1DQ Fraction of spin=l uu di-quark pair. 
DD1DQ Fraction of spin=l dd di-quark pair. 
SS1DQ Fraction of spin=l ss di-quark pair. 

4: UD1DQ Fraction of spin=l ud di-quark pair. 
US1DQ Fraction of spinal us di-quark pair. 
DS1DQ Fraction of spin=l ds di-quark pair. 

5: UDODQ Fraction of spin=0 ud di-quark pair. 
US0DQ Fraction of spin=0 us di-quark pair. 
DS0DQ Fraction of spin=0 ds di-quark pair. 

6: DQGLU Fraction to convert a gluon to 
di-quark pair. 

MDT0Q Fraction of di-quark to di-quark and a meson 
in the hadronization. 
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(Example-l) 

'M・..M0dify existing data， 
'0' .. Delete existing data. 

Registration of charged heavy leptons of mass=2日eV as the 
particles of code number=120， 121 and of lype=20. 

牢UPP
A l-ll...- 120.， 20.， 25.0，ー1.， 0.， 0.， 0.，れ..O. 
A l-ll...+ 121.， 20.， 25.0， +1.， 0.， 0.， 0.， 0.， O. 
ホENO

(Ex訓ple-2)
In the standard mode， the neutral pion does nol decay. However， 
the decay modc cf it into two photons is hidden in thc HDECY 
table at lhe address=11. so if users want to lel il decay， the 
following dala lines activate this mode. 

ヰUPP
M PIO 207.， 2.， O. 135， 0.， 0.， 0.， 0.， 0.， 11. 
本END

(Caution) When users use this option and modify PDATA and/or 
HDECY table carelessly， it may result unexpected output or it may 
cause disaster like infinite loop. It is recommended to use this 
option as follows: In the first run， specify IPRPT and ICK flags 
on (=1) and generate small number of events(=NEVE) and print out 
most of evenls (IDUMP=O)_ In the JCL， CPU time upper limit is to 
be specified carefully. After the careful ext.mination of the 
output of this first run， you generate the desired number of 
events. 

牢OIQblock. 6 lin自.

(header) キDIQ

2: DIQUA Fraction to produce di-quark pairs for each 
branch of a quark. 

3: UU1ぬ Fraction of spin=l uu di-quark pair. 
DD1肉 Fraction of spin=1 dd di-quark pair. 
SSlDQ Fraction of spin=l ss di-quark pair. 

4: UD1∞ Fraction of spin=1 ud di-quark pair. 
US1DQ Fraction of spin=1 us di-quark pair. 
凶 1肉 Fraction of spin=1 ds di-quark pair. 

5: U∞∞ Fraction of spin=O ud di-quark pair. 
USO肉 Fraction of spin=O us di-quark pair. 
凶 0ぬ Fraction of spin=O ds di-quark pair. 

6: 民~W Fraction to convert a gluon to 
di-quark pair. 

MDTI∞ Fraction of di-quark to di-quark and a meson 
in the hadronization. 
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5. Common area 

In this section, description of the important common areas is 

presented. As a coding rule, the area name is a string of 6 

characters. 

5.a /STACKA/PRTCL(8,1000) 

PRTCL is the list of produced particles. 

PRTCL(i,j): 

j - address of particle in the list, j = 1 to NATOP. 

i = item for a particle. 

i=l 

i=2 

i=3 

i=4 

i=5 

i-6 

Particle identification code number 

Px (GeV) 

pj, [GeV] 

Pz [GeV] 

E [GeV] 

Relative address of parent particle 
For primary particles, absolute address of 
parent is 0. 

i=7 .' Number of child-particles 

i=8 : Relative address of first child-particles 
Momentum and energy are in GeV unit. The z-direction is 

that of electron beam. We would like to explain the history 

area (i=6,7,8). The address represented by the second index 

of PRTCL is called absolute address whereas the relation 

between the 'parent-children' is expressed by a relative 

addressing mode. When a particle(parent) turns to a set of 

particles(children), the children occupy consecutive address 

in the list. Following relations hold: 

(Absolute address of children of a particle at absolute 

address N) = ( N + PRTCL(8,N) ) to ( N + PRTCL(8,N) + PRTCL(7,N) 

" 1 ) 
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5. Common area 

In this section， description of the important common areas is 

presented. As a coding rule， the area name is a string of 6 

characters. 

5.a /STACKA;PRTCL(8，1000) 

P町 CLis the list of produced particles. 

PRTCL(i，j): 

j = address of particle in the list. j = 1 to NATOP. 

i = item for a particle. 

i=l Particle identification code number 

i=2 Px (GeVJ 

i=3 P!I [GeV) 

i=4 P;: (GeV) 

i=5 E (GeV] 

i=6 Relative address of parent particle. 
For primary particles， absolute address of 
parent is O. 

i=7 Number of child-particles 

i=8 Relative address of first child-particles 
Momentum and energy are in GeV unit. The z-direction is 

that of electron beam. We would like to explain the history 

area (i=6，7，8). The address represented by the second index 

of PRTCL is called absolute address whereas the relation 

between the 'parent-children' is expressed by a relative 

addressing mode. When a particle(parent) turns to a set of 

particles(children)， the children occupy consecutive address 

in the list. Following relations hold: 

(Absolute address of children of a particle at absolute 

address N) = ( N + PI在CL(8，N)) to ( N + P町CL(8，N)+ P町CL(7，N)

-J ) 
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(Absolute address of parent of a particle at absolute 

address N) = N - PRTCL(b,N) 

Since the list has a tree structure each particle has only 

one parent. Only exception to this rule is a hadron from the 

recombination of partons. Another important point is that 

PRTCL(7,i)=0 means that the particle is stable and to be 

observed by a detector. Following is an example of list to 

illustrate the tree structure and relative addressing. 

Actually, column i=l has a code number of a particle. 

0=11 

j=20 
j=21 

j=25 
j=26 

i=l 
P+ 

7C+ 

y 
y 

i=6 
XXX 

9 
10 

4 
5 

i=7 
2 

"6 
2 

"6 
0 

i=8 
9 

"6 
4 

"6 
0 

5.b /STKCNT/ NSIZE,NAT0P,NADR1 ,NADR2 

Control variables in the-list. 

NSIZE Size of the list. (=1000 at present) 

NATOP Current maximum address of the list. 

PRTCL(i,j) of j=l to NATOP have been used. 

NADR1.NADR2 Reserved by system. 

5.c /PADATA/ PDATA(8,1000),NUMPA 

Information on particles. 

PDATA(i.j) : 

j = Particle identification code number. 

i = item for particle 

i=l • Type of particle 

-1 = quark, di-quark and gluon 

1 = stable particle 

2 = unstable particles 

3 = intermediate particle used by system 
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(Absolute address of parent of a particle at absolute 

address N) = N -PRTCL(b，N) 

Since the list has a tree structure each particle has only 

one parent. Only exception to this rule is a hadron from the 

recombination of partons. Another important point is that 

P町 CL(7，i)=O means that the particle is stable and to be 

observed by a detector. Following is an example of list to 

illustrate the tree structure and relative addressing. 

Actually， column iニ1has a code number of a particle. 

i==1 i==6 i=7 
j=11 p+ xxx 2 

. . . . . . . . . 
j=20 π π 4o い 9 。
j=21 10 2 
. .・・ ・・・・・・・・.

j=25 γ 4 O 
j=26 γ 5 。

5.b /SfKCNT/ NSlZE，NATOP，NADRl ，NADR2 

Control variables in the.list. 

NSIZE 

NATOP 

Size of the list. (=1000 at present) 

Current maximum address of the list. 

i=8 
9 

。
4 

。。

PRTCL(i，j) of j=l to NATOP have been used. 

NADRl ， NADR2 Reserved by system. 

5.c /PADATA/ PDATA(8，1000)，NUMPA 

Information on particles. 

PDATA(i，j) 

j = Particle identification code number. 

i = item for particle 

i=1 Type of particle 

-1 = quark， di-quark and gluon 

= stable particle 

2 = unstable particles 

3 = intermediate particle used by system 
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( e.g., pseudo scalar u-anti-u ) 

4 = hadron containing heavy quark 

5 = heavy quarkonium 

6 = Higgs particle 

7 = weak boson ( W, Z ) 

8 = supersymmetric particle(not yet implemented) 

Greater than 20 = open for user's use 

i=2 : Mass of particle [GeV] 

i=3 : Charge 

i=4 : strangeness 

i=5 : Charm 

i=6 : Bottom 

i=7 : Top 

i=8 : Entry address to decay table, HDECY 

( For type-3 particle, items of i=2 to 7 are meaningless.) 

NUMPA Size of PDATA ( =1000 at present) 

5.c /COMNAM/ NAMES(IOOO) 

NAMES(i) = String of 8 characters. Name of particle i. 

5.d /DECAYT/ HDECY(6,500) 

Data for decay of particle of type-2 and 3. 

HDECY(i.j) : 

j = Address of decay data table, 

i = item of the table 

i=l : accumulated branching ratio 

i=2 : absolute address of next decay mode 
(It is -1 for the last mode. In this case, 
HDECYC1, )=1.0 by definition. ) 

i=3,4,5,6 : Particle code for children 
( Due to this data structure, 2,3 and 4 body 
decays are possible using this table. Unused 
items must be filled by 0.) 

Unstable particle (type=2) decays through the following 
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NUMPA 

( e.g.， pseudo scalar u-anti-u ) 

4 = hadron containing heavy quark 

5 = heavy quarkonium 

6 = Higgs particle 

7 = weak boson ( W， Z ) 

8 = supersymmetric particle(not yet implemented) 

Greater than 20 = open for user's use 

i士2 Mass of particle (GeVJ 

iニ3 Charge 

i=4 strangeness 

i=5 Charm 

i=6 Bott'om 

i=7 Top 

i=8 Entry address to decay table， HDECY 

( For type-3 particle， items of i=2 to 7 are meaningless.) 

Size of PDATA ( =1000 at present) 

5.c 11∞州制ノ N制 FS(1000)

N助ffiS(i)= String of 8 characters. Name of particle i. 

5.d /DECAYT/ HDECY(6，500) 

Data for decay of particle of type-2 and 3. 

HDECY(i， j) 

j = Address of decay data table. 

i = item of the table 

i=l accumulated branching ratio 

i=2 absolute address of next decay mode 
(It is -1 for the last mode. In this case， 
即ECY(1， )=1.0 by definition. ) 

i=3，4，5，6 Particle code for children 
( Due to this data structure， 2，3 and 4 body 
decays are possible using this table. Unused 
items must be filled by 0.) 

Unstable particle (type=2) decays through the following 
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algorithm: 

(1) If PDATA(1, ) = 2 then go to (2) else quit 

(2) ND=PDATA(8, ) 

(3) R = uniform random number in (0,1) 

(4) If HDEEY(l.ND) < R then use this decay mode 

else go to (5) 

(5) ND=HDECY(2,ND) , go to (4). 

5.f /COMRSS/ RSSSS,RSSRC 

RSSSS Center of mass energy (GeV] (Input) 

RSSRC Center of mass energy [GeV] of the event. 

It may differ from RSSSS due to the radiative 

correction and/or the beam energy spread. After an 

event is generated in the center-of-mass system whose 

energy is RSSRC, all particles are boosted to the 

laboratory system. 

5.g /BASEAD/ NBASQ(6),NBASG,NBASH(6), 
NBAS1,NBAS2 

Base address to compute the particle identification code 

number. Absolute value of particle code may change in the future 

version-up. It is recommended to write a user's program using 

these address and functions explained in section 10. 

NBASQ Base address of quark. 

NBASQ(l) for quark. 
NBASQ(2) for anti-quark. 
NBASQ(3) for di-quark. 
NBASQ(4) for anti-di-quark. 
NBASQ(5) for heavy di-quark. 
NBASQ(6) for heavy anti-di-quark. 

NBASG Base address of gluon. 

NBASH Base address of hadron. 
NBASH(l) for pseudo-scalar meson. 
NBASH(2) for vector meson. 
NBASH(3) for baryon. 
NBASH(4) for anti-baryon. 
NBASH(5) for baryon with two heavy quark. 
NBASH(6) for anti-baryon with two heavy ant-quark. 
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algorithm: 

(1) If PDATA(I， ) = 2 then go to (2) else quit 

(2) ND=PDATA(8， ) 

(3) R = uniform random number in (0，1) 

(4) If HDBCY(l，ND)く R then use this decay mode 
else go to (5) 

(5) ND=印 民Y(2，ND) ， go to (4). 

5.f /1∞M民話:;RSSSS， RSSRC 

応sss

ぼ)SRC

Center of mass energy (GeV] (Input) 

Center of mass energy [GeV] of the event. 

It may differ from RSSSS due to the radiative 

correction and/or the be叩 energy spread. After an 

event is generated in the center-of-mass system whose 

energy is RSSRC， all particles are boosted to the 

laboratory system. 

5.g jBASEAD/ NB.必Q(6)，NBASG，NB.必H(6)， 
NBASl ，NBAS2 

Base address to compute the particle identification code 

number. Absolute value of particle code may change in the future 

version-up. It is recommended to write a user ・sprogram using 

these address and functions explained in section 10. 

NBASQ 

NBASG 

NBASH 

Base address of quark. 
NB倍以1)for quark. 
NBASQ(2) for anti-quark. 
NBASQ(3) for di-quark. 
NBASQ(4) for anti-di-quark. 
NBA!:ぬく5)for heavy di-quark. 
NB必Q(6)for heavy anti-di-quark. 

Base address of gluon. 

Base address of hadron. 
NB必羽(1)for pseudo-scalar meson. 
NBM到(2)for vector meson. 
NBA却 (3)for baryon. 
NBASH(4) for anti-baryon. 
NBASH(5) for baryon with two heavy quark. 
NB応H(6)for anti-baryon with two heavy ant-quark. 
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NBAS1 Base address of photon and leptons. 

NBAS2 Base address of Higgs particle. 

Particle code is computed by the following rule: 

(meson) (Base address)+10'q' + 'q~', 

(baryon) (Base address)+10"q'+'qq', 

(anti-baryon) (Base address)+10'q~' + 'qq"* 

where 'q', 'q', 'qq' and 'qq' are 

'q' = (quark code number)-(quark base address) 

and so forth. However, when the quark content does not uniquely 

determine the corresponding hadron (type=3), the relation is more 

complicated. 

5.h /USERWK/ A(10000) 

/USERSB/ A2(1000) 

/USERSB/ A3(1000) 

Work area for users. 

For convention, /USERWK/, /USERSB/ and /USERSC/ are used in 

USER1S, USER2S and USER3S, respectively. These areas are reserved 

in the BLOCK DATA. They are to be used to exchange data between 

user's routines and to keep the value of internal variables in the 

user's routine unchanged. 
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NBASl 

NBAS2 

Base address of photon and leptons. 

Base address of Higgs particle. 

Particle code is computed by the following rule: 

(meson) (Base address)+10・q・+'q'， 

(baryon) (Base address)+10・qγqq・，

(anti-baryon) (Base address)+10・E・+・石-

where ・q・ 'q・，・qq・and'qq・are

q = (quark code numbcr)ー(quarkbuse address) 

and 50 forth. However， when the quark content does not uniquelY 

determine the corresponding hadron (type=3)， the relation is more 

complicated. 

5.hパ]SERWK/A ( 1 0000) 

パ]S四SB/A2(1000) 

パJSEfおB/A3(100Q) 

Work area for users. 

For convention， パ]SI:."'RWK/， パ]SEf芭:8/and /US日芯C/are u5ed in 

US四 1$，USE応部 andUSER3$， respectively. These areas are reserved 

in the Bl.Jα:K DATA. They are to be used to exchange data between 

user's routines and to keep the value of internal variables in the 

user ・sroutine unchanged. 
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6. Output file 

Output data consists of a number of blocks. The first one is 

the header block and the last one is the end-of-file block. Between 

them there are a number of data blocks. A data block has the 

information of one event. 

The organization of file is either fixed record length or 

variable record length depending on I0CN3 in the input data. The 

device number is determined by the input data NFMT and its default 

value is 10. When I0CN3=0, data is written by the formatted WRITE 

statements whereas I0CN3=1, it is written by unformatted WRITE 

statements. In the rest of this section 'LINE' and 'RECORD' stands 

for the sequential number in the file of fixed record length and that 

of variable record length, respectively. For the latter, the 

description on the format is meaningless. 

6.a Header block 

LINE 

1 

2 

3 

4 
to 

3+NCRD 

RECORD 

1 

2 

2 

3 

6.b Data block 

LINE 

1 

2 

3 
to 

2+NATOP 

RECORD 

1 

2 

3 

Variable 

(label) 

DATE 
TIME 

NCRD 

Variable 

(label) 

NEVE 

NATOP 

PRTCL(*) 

Format 

A4 

A8 
A8 

110 

A80 

Format 

A4 

110 

110 

8F10 

Meaning 

='*HDR' 

Date in 8 characters 
Time in 8 characters 

Number of lines in 
input control data 

Each line of input 
control data 

• 

Meaning 

='*DAT' 

Sequential number of 
the event. 
Size of the list. 

List of particles. 
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6， Output file 

Output data consists of a number of blocks. The first one is 

the header block and the last one is the end-of-file block. Between 

th叩 thereare a number of data blocks. A data block has the 

information of one event. 

The organization of fi1e is either fixed record length or 

variable record length depending on IOCN3 in the input data. The 

device nllmber is determined by the input data NFMT and its default 

value is 10. When I∞N3==0， data is written by the formatted WRlTE 

statements whereas 1民N3=1，it is written by unformalted WRITE 

statements. In the rest of this section . LINE' and 'REl∞RD・stands

for the sequential number in the file of fixed record length and that 

of variable record length， respectively. For the latter， the 

description on the format is meaningless. 

6.a Header block 

LINE RECORD 

2 2 

3 2 

4 3 
t。

3+NCRD 

6.b Data block 

LINE R民ORD

2 2 

3 、 3
to 

2+NATOP 

Variable 

(label) 

DATE 
TlME 

NCRD 

Variable 

'(label) 

~v'E 

NATOP 

円守rCL(*)

Format Meaning 

A4 ='*IIDR' 

A8 Date in 8 characters 
A8 Time in 8 characters 

IlO Number of lines in 
input control data 

A80 Each line of input 
control data 

Format Meaning 

A4 =キDAT'

I10 Sequential number of 
the event. 

I10 Size of the list. 

8FlO List of particles. 
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(*) When edit flag is on (IEDIT 

i=l to 5 is written on the file. 

6.c End-of-file block 

RECORD Variable LINE 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

2 

(label) 

DATE 
TIME 

NEVE 

ICND 

Format 

A4 

A8 
A8 

110 

110 
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1 or 2), only PRTCL(i.j) of 

Meaning 

=,*E0F-

Date 
Time 

Number of 
generated events 
Condition code 

(申) When edit flag is on (IEDIT= 1 or 2)， only PRTCL(i，j) of 

i=l to 5 is written on the file. 

6.c End-of-file block 

LINE R民ORD Variable Forrnat Meaning 

(label) A4 ='*印P"

2 2 DATE A8 Date 
TIME A8 Tirne 

3 2 NEVE I10 Number of 
generated events 

ICND 110 Condition code 
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7. User's routines 

Users can use three optional routines, USERl$, USER25 and 

USER3S for his interest. In figs.l and 2 in section 2, it is shown 

where the calling to these subroutines is issued. EPOCS has dummy 

of these subroutines. In the source file, they are contained in 

members USERl and USER23. When the user's routines written by users 

exist, these dummy ones must be removed in the source level or they 

must be replaced by linkage editor. 

7.a USERl* 

The main usage of this subroutine is the analysis of generated 

events. It may be used to do some preparation for USER2S and USERSS. 

This is called by the MAIN of EPOCS as 

CALL USER1S( NCAL ). 

The argument NCAL specifies the location where the calling is 

issued. 

NCAL-0 : 

It is when EPOCS has finished the input and prologue process to 

generate events. And it is just before the main loop to 

generate events. 

USER1S does some initialization for event analysis, e.g., 

initialization of booking process. It may do some actions for 

,-USER2$ and USER3S: For instance, if USER2S or USER3S needs a 

table when it is called, USER1& makes the table and puts it in 

/USERSB/ or /USERSC/. (As is stated in section 5, /USERSB/ 

and /USERSC/ is recommended for the communication between 

user's routines.) 

NCAL=1 : 

USER1S is called in the loop in MAIN of EPOCS just after a event is 

generated. 
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7， User's routines 

Users can use three opt.ional routines， USER1$， US日苦手 and 

USER3$ for his interest. In figs.1 and 2 in section 2， it is shown 

where the calling to these subroutines is issued. 日宅氾Shas dummy 

of these subroutines. In the source file， they are contained in 

members USERl and USER23. When the user's routines written by users 

exist， these dummy ones must be removed in the source level or they 

musL be replaced by linkage editor. 

7.a USER1$ 

The main usage of this subroutine is the analysis of generated 

events. It may be used to do some preparation for USE隠:$and USER3$. 

This is called by the MAIN of ER工Sas 

CAU. US四1$(NCAL ). 

The argument NCAL specifies the location where the calling is 

issued 

NCAL=O 

It is when EP∞S has finished the input and prologue process to 

generate events. おld i t is just before the main loop to 

generate events. 

USER1$ does some init.i.alization アor event analysis ， e. g. ， 

initialization of booking process. It may do some actions for 

，-USER2.$ and US四3$:For instance， if US日程:$or USER3:色 needsa 

table when it is cal1ed， USER1$ makes the table and puts it in 

パJSE1おB/or ;USERSC/. (A!". is !;tated in section 5，パJSEI芯B/

and ;USE1改.; is recommended for the communication between 

user ・sroutines.) 

NCAL=l 

USER1$ is called in the loop in MAIN of E1完工Sjust after a event is 

generated. 
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USERl̂ S analyzes the produced event, calculates a quantity in which 

users are interested and book it. 

NCAL=2 : 

It is when the specified number of events are produced. USER1S makes 

output for the final summaries of analysis, histgrams etc.. 

USER1S has to access the common area described in section 5 to 

do the above actions. It is expected that the variables in the 

common area are referred by USER1S but they should not be changed 

by USER1S. Exceptions to this rule are the common areas open for 

users, i.e., /USERWK/, /USERSB/ and /USERSC/ and I0CN2 in /IOCNTL/. 

When an event is found to be interesting for users after the analysis 

and users want to print out the list of the event, the list is 

printed by setting I0CN2=1 in the USER1S. 

(Standard style of USER1&) 

SUBROUTINE USERIS(NCAL) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

( Common areas ) 

IF( NCAL.EQ.O ) GO TO 1000 
IF( NCAL.EQ.l ) GO TO 2000 
IF( NCAL.EQ.2 ) GO TO 3000 

1000 CONTINUE 

( Initialize booking ) 

R E T U R N " " 

2000 CONTINUE 

( Analyze event, booking ) 

RETURN 

3000 CONTINUE 

( Output histgram ) 

RETURN* 

. END 
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USER1$ analyzes the produced event. calculates a quantity in which 

users are interested and book it. 

NCAL=2 : 

It is when the specified number of events are produced. USER1$ makes 

output for the final summaries of analysis. histgrams etc.. 

us四 1$has to access the common area described in section 5 to 

do the above actions. It is expected that the variables in the 

common arca are referred by USER1$ but they should not be changed 

by USERl$. Exceptions to this rule are the common areas open for 

users. i .e. .パJSERWK/，;US日おB/andパ沼田SI:-/and IOCN2 in /IOCNTLノ.

When an event is found to be interesting for users after the analysis 

and users want to print out the list of the event， the list is 

printed by setting IOCN2=1 in the USER1$. 

(Standard style of USER1$) 

SUBROUfINE USER 1 $ (NCAL) 
IMPLICIT REAL牢8(A-H.0-Z)

( Common areas ) 

IF( NC札.民.0)∞ TO 1000 
IF( NCAL.EQ.1 ) GO TO 2000 
IF( NC此.殴.2)∞ TO 3000 

1000 CONTINUE 

( Initialize booking ) 

REfURN 

2000 Cα'ffINUE 

( Analyze event. booking ) 

REfURN 

3000 Cα'ffINUE 

( Output histgram ) 

REfURN 

END 
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7.b USER23 

In the standard mode of EPOCS, the primary product from the 

e V annihilation is either a set of QCD quanta or a quarkonium. 

When users want to test a new theory, he may have to generate new 

primary products according to the matrix element calculated by the 

new theory. USER2S is called from EVENTS after the initialization 

of the list. (If radiative correction flag or beam energy spread 

flag is on, the corresponding process is done before the calling.) 

Input parameter FUSR2 determines the mixing of the built-in mode 

and that by USER3S. When FUSR2=1.0, USERSS is called every time. 

As is noted in section 2, the QCD parameter file is unnecessary for 

this case. IF FUSR2 is less than 1.0, both modes occur. 

If N particles are to be produced as the primary products, users 

have to set properly the following variables in common areas in the 

USER2S: 

PRTCL(i,j) for j=l to N and i=l to 6, 

NATOP = N. 

N may differ from event to event. 

(Example : x pair event) 

SUBROUTINE USERSS 
IMPLICIT REAL+8(A-H,0-Z) 

( Common areas ) 

PRTCL(1,1) = ( Code number of x~ ) 
PRTCL(1,2) = ( Code number of r~ ) 

( Determine 4-momenta of T" and T* ) 

PRTCL(2,1) = (p, of T~ ) 
PRTCL(3,1) = (py of T

- ) 
PRTCL(4-,1) = (pt of T~ ) 
PRTCL(5,1) = (E of T" ) 
PRTCL(2,2) = (px of T* ) 
PRTCL(3,2) = (py of T

+ ) 
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7.b US日程$

In the standard mode of日死X::S. the pr1mary product from lhe 

ぜe-annihilation 1S eit!ler a set of Q:O quanla 。r a quar】{Onium.

When users want to tesL a new theory， he may have to generale new 

primary products according to the matrix element calculated by the 

new theory. us日お$is called from EVENT$ after the ini tialization 

of the list. (If radiative correclion flag or be訓 energy spread 

flag is on， the corresponding process is done before the cal1ing.) 

Inpul parameter 日JSR2determines the m1XJ.ng of the built-in mode 

and that by US日韮~. 間lenFUS昭 =1.0，USEl主主iSis called every time. 

As is noted in section 2， the QCO parameter file is unnecessary for 

this case. IF FUS陪 isless than 1.0， bolh modes occur. 

If N particles are to be produced as the primary products， users 

have to set properly the following variables in common areas in the 

USEf毛2$:

PRfCL(i， j) for j=1 to N and i=l to 6， 

NATOP = N. 

N may differ from event to event. 

(政制ple で pairevent) 

SUBROUfINE US田哲$

IMPLICIT REAL~8(A-H ， O-Z) 

( Common areas ) 

P町'CL(1，1) = ( Code number of T-) 
P町'CL(1，2) = ( Code number of T-) 

( Determine 4-momenta of T-and τ+ ) 

PRrCL(2， 1) = (P.r ofて“)
PRrCL(3，1) = (Py ofτー)
PRrCL(4，1) = (pz of T-) 
P町CL(5，1)= (E of T-) 
PRTCL(2，2) = (P.r of T+ ) 
P町CL(3，2)= (P!I of T+ ) 
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PRTCL(4,2) = (pz of T
+ ) 

PRTCL(5,2) = (E of z* ) 

PRTCL(6,1) = 1 ;assume parent address 
PRTCL(6,2) = 2 ; = 0 

NATOP = 2 
RETURN 
END 

To determine 4-momenta of T~ and T* one can use the subroutine 

FERMIS whose usage is given in section 10. This example is easily 

extended to the event generation for the new heavy lepton pair 

production. In the case of new heavy lepton, users have to register 

the lepton by input data( see the description on +UPP data block in 

section 4) and have to prepare USER3S to process its decay. 

If colored objects ( quark, gluon ) are produced as primary 

products or a part of them, users must hadronize them in USER2S by 

calling HADRNS. 

(Example : New quark pair production ( QQ ) ) 

Assumption : A new quark decays into 3 quarks or a quark and a 

lepton pair promptly. The new quarks are not kept in the list. 

Resulting 6 (or 4 or 2) quarks are converted into hadrons. 

SUBROUTINE USER2S 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

( Common areas ) 

( Determine decay mode of Q 
Q->A(1)+A(2)+A(3) , , ) 

( Determine 4-momenta of A(l),A(2),A(3) ) 

DO J=l,3 
PRTCL(1,J) = ( Code number of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(2,J) = (Px of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(3,J) = (̂  of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(4,J) = (Pz of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(5,J) = (E of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(6,J) = J 

( Determine decay mode of Q 
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PRTCL(4，2) = (pz ofて+ ) 

P町'CL(5，2)= (E of T+ ) 

PRTCL(6，1) = 1 
P町CL(6，2)= 2 

NATOP = 2 
RETURN 
END 

;assume parent address 
= 0 

To determine 4-momenta ofて-andて+one can use the subroutine 

FERMI$ whose usage is given in section 10. This example is easily 

extcnded to the event generation for the new heavy lepton poir 

production. In the case of new heavy lepton， users have to register 

the lepton by input data( see the description on牢uppdata block in 

section 4) and have to prepare USER3$ to process its decay. 

If colored objects ( quark， gluon ) are produced as primary 

products or a part of them， users must hadronize them in USE隠:$by 

calling HADRNs. 

(Example New quark pair production ( QQ ) ) 

Assumption A new quark decays into 3 quarks or a quark and a 

lepton pair promptly. The new quarks are not kept in the list. 

Resulting 6 (or 4 or 2) quarks are converted into hadrons. 

SUB悶iUTINEUSEl沼$
IMPLICIT REAL宇8(A-H，Q-Z)

( Common areas ) 

( Determine decay mode of Q 
Q->A(l ) +A(2) +A(3) ". ) 

( Determine 4-momenta of A(1)，A(2)，A(3) ) 

∞J=1，3 
P町'CL(l，J)= ( Code number of A(J) ) 
P町'CL(2，J) = (Px of A(J) ) 
P町'CL(3，J)= (Py of A(J) ) 
P町CL(4，J) = (pz of A(J) ) 
P町CL(5，J)= (E of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(6，J) = J 

( Determine decay mode of Q 
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Q->A(4)+A(5)+A(6) ) 

( Determine 4-momenta of A(4),A(5),A(6) ) 

DO J=4,6 
PRTCL(1,J) = ( Code number of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(2,J) = (Rr of AC J) ) 
PRTCL(3,J) = (p„ of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(4,J) = (RS of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(5,J) = (E of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(6,J) = J 

NATOP = 6 

CALL HADRN-at 0 . 0 . 0 ) 

RETURN 
END 

There is no problem when some of A(J)'s are leptons. 

Hadronization is always done in the center-of-mass system of colored 

objects as is discussed in section 2. The input parameter IHADR, 

which selects the global color singlet mode or the local color 

singlet mode, is also effective in this case. 

7.c USER38 

When users register a new particle, it is never processed in 

any EPOCS routines. If it must decay, users must write USER3S to 

control its decay. USER3S has one argument NUR3. 

USER3S should work as follows: First it scans the list whether 

there is an unprocessed particle in question. If it is not found, 

USER3S RETURNS with NUR3=0. If it is found, USER33 sets NUR3 its 

address and lets it decay. 

If N particles are to be produced as the decay products, users 

have to set properly following variables in common areas in the 

USER3S: 

PRTCL(7,NUR3) = N , PRTCL(8,NUR3) = NAT0P+1-NUR3 , 

PRTCL(i,NAT0P+j) for i=l to 5 and j=l to N , 
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奇ー>A(4)+A(5)+A(6) ) 

( Delermine 4-momenla of A(4)，A(5)，A(6) ) 

∞J:::4，6 
P町'CL(1，J)::: ( Code number of A(J) ) 
P町'CL(2，J)::: (P.r of A(J) ) 
P町'CL(3，J)::: (PI/ of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(4.J) ::: (pz of A(J) ) 
P町'CL(5，J)::: (E of A(J) ) 
P町CL(6，J)::: J 

NATOP ::: 6 

CAll.. HADRN<:>1， 0 . 0 . 0 ) 

REl1JRN 
聞 D

There is no problem when some of A(J)'s are leptons. 

Hadronization is always done in the center-of-mass system of colored 

objects as is discussed in section 2. The input parameter lHADR， 

which selects the global color singlet mode or the local color 

singlet mode， is also effeclive in this case. 

7.c USER3'ni 

When users register a new particle， it is never processed in 

any回 なSroutines. If it must decay. users must write USE隠'$ to 

control its decay. USER3S has one argument NUR3. 

US回3$should work as fo11ows: First i t scans the list whether 

there is an unprocessed particle in question. If it is not found， 

US日司3$RETURNs with NUR3=O. If it is found， USD之3$sets NUR3 its 

address and lets it decay. 

If N particles are to be produced as the decay products， users 

have to set properly following variables in common areas in the 

US回司'3s:

P悶 CL(7.NUR3)= N ， Pぽ'CL(8，NUR3)= NATOP+l-NUR3 ， 

PRTCL(i，NATOP+j) for i=l to 5 and j=l to N ， 
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PRTCL(6,NAT0P+j) = NAT0P+J-NUR3 , 

NATOP = NATOP + N. 

N may differ for each calling. 

It is allowed that the decay products include colored objects 

( quark, gluon ), since EPOCS automatically hadronizes them after 

the return from USER3S. However, the decaying particle itself should 

not have color because the hadronization routine in EPOCS only allows 

the totally color singlet system. This is the reason that the new 

quark pair production is handled in the manner in the last example 

of subsection 7.b. For the above reason it is not possible to 

produce a QQ pair like T pair in USER2S and to hadronize the heavy 

quark by USER3S. 

There may be more than one particle to be processed by 

USER3S in the list. USER3S should process only one particle at a 

time. General controller EVENTS calls USER3S iteratively until 

NIMM). 

(Example : Decay of heavy lepton (L) ) 

SUBROUTINE USER3S( NUR3 ) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

( Common areas ) 

DO J=l,NATOP 
IF ( PRTCL(1,J).EQ.( Code number of L ) 

.AND. 
PRTCL(7,J).EQ.O ) 
THEN 
.NUR3=J 
GO TO 1000 
END IF 

NUR3=0 
RETURN 

1000 CONTINUE 
PRTCL(7,NUR3) = 3 
PRTCL(8,NUR3) = NATOP+1 - NUR3 

( Determine decay mode of L 
L->A(1)+A(2)+A(3) 
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P町 CL(6，NATOP+j)= NATOP+j-NUR3 ， 

NATOP = NATOP + N. 

N may differ for each calling. 

It is allowed that the decay products include colored objects 

( quark， gluon )， since D究XSautomatically hadronizes them after 

the return from US白羽$. However， the decaying particle itself should 

not have color because the hadronization routine in D主氾Sonly allows 

the tolally color singlet system. This is thc rcason that the nCi.f 

quark pair production is handled in the manner in the last example 

of subsection 7. b. For the above reason it is not possible to 

produce a QQ pair like τpair in USDをお andto hadronize the heavy 

quark by USER3S. 

There may be more than one particle to be processed by 

USER3s in the list. USER3s should process only one particle at a 

time. General controller EVENT$ calls USER3S iteratively until 

間JR3ごO.

(Example Decay of heavy lepton (L) ) 

SUBROUTlNE US田沼町 NUR3) 
IMPLICIT REALキ8(A-H，O-Z)

( Common areas ) 

∞J=l，NATOP 
IF ( P悶'CL(1，J) .EQ. ( Code number of L ) 

.AND. 
P町'CL(7，J).EQ.O ) 
古田司
.NUR3=J 
α) TO 1000 
聞 D IF 

NUR3=O 
REI1JRN 

1000 C邸ITlNUE
P町CL(7，NUR3)= 3 
PRfCL(8，NUR3) = NATOP+l -NUR3 

( Determine decay mode of L 
L->A(1)+A(2)+A(3) ) 
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( Determine 4-momenta of A(l),A(2),A(3) ) 

DO J=l,3 
PRTCL(1,J+NAT0P) = ( Code number of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(2,J+NAT0P) = (px of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(3,J+NAT0P) = (py of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(4,J+NAT0P) = (p2 of A(J) ) 
PF!TCL(5,J+NAT0P) = (E of A(J) ) 
PFiTCL(6,J+NAT0P) = J+NATOP - NUR3 

NATOP = NATOP + 3 

RETURN 
END 

In contrast with USER2S, one does not need to call HADRNS when 

some of A(J)'s are quarks. As is shown in fig.2, the decay of 

particle introduced by users is treated by the same way as the decay 

of quarkonium into three gluons, the decay of heavy hadron into four 

quarks and so on. 
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( Determine 4-momenta of A(1)，A(2)，A(3) ) 

∞J=1，3 
P町CL(1，J+NATOP)= ( Code number of A(J) ) 
P悶'CL(2，J+NATOP)= (P.r of A(J) ) 
P町CL(3，J+NATOP)= (P!I of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(4，J+NATOP) = (pz of A(J) ) 
P前 CL(5，J+NATOP)= (E of A(J) ) 
PRTCL(6 ， J+NATOP) = J+NATOP -NUR3 

NATOP = NATOP + 3 

RETURN 
END 

In contrast with USEl主~， one does not need to call HAD問、~$ when 

some of A(J)・s are quarks. As is shown in fig.2， the decay of 

particle introduced by users is treated by the same way as the decay 

of quarkonium into three gluons， the decay of heavy hadron into four 

quarks and so on. 
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8. QEPOCS mode 

QPEOCS is a library to use the functions for hadronization and 

decay in EPOCS. In this way, users can hadronize quarks and gluons 

into hadrons. Generally, users calculate the type and momentum of 

particles to be processed and call QEPOCS. QEPOCS returns with a 

band of stable particles. 

8.a Usage 

Modules for this mode are contained in member QEPOCS and an 

example of job control cards is found in member QCNTL. 

In the same way as EPOCS does, QEPOCS requires control data read 

from device 5. An example of the data is member DATA. However, some 

parameters are meaningless in QEPOCS mode. They include center-

of-mass energy(RSSSS), number of events to generate(NEVE), maximum 

CPU time(TMAX), S) flags to determine the jet mode for e V $) 

annihilation (IIIIU etc., I2JET etc.) and so on. Some parameters 

are controlled directly as common variables and are shown in 8.c. 

QEPOCS has its own BLOCK DATA. When users use other BLOCK DATA, 

it must be declared by EXTERNAL statement. 

8.b Outline of the user's main program 

( Common areas for QEPOCS ) 

( Initialization for user's own purpose ) 

( Set optional parameters to QEPOCS's common area ) 

CALL QEPOCS(0) ; Prologue procedure 

DO ; Start main loop 

( Set 4-vectors of particles to be processed ) 

CALL QEPOCS(l) ; Produce one event 

( Do what user wants reading the result ) 

END OF DO ; End of main' loop 

( Final process by user ) 
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8. QEPOCS mode 

QP区氾Sis a library to use the functions for hadronization and 

decay in自主氾S. In this way， users can hadronize quarks and gluons 、

into hadrons. Generally， users calculate the type and momentum of 

particles to be processed and call Q日司x:8. QEPOCS returns with a 

band of stable particles. 

8.a Usage 

Modules for Lhis mode are conlained in memuer QEFてにS and an 

example of job control cards is found in member QCNTL. 

1n the same way as EEそ氾Sdoes， QEPOCS requires control data read 

from device 5. An example of the data is member DATA. However， some 

parameters are meaningl ess in QEPCX;S mode. They include center-

of-mass energy(RSSSS)， number of events to generate(NEVE)， maximum 

CPU time(TMAX)， $) flags to determine the jet mode for e"e-$) 

annihilation (1111U etc.， 12JET etc.) and so on. Some parameters 

are controlled directly as common variables and are shown in 8.c. 

Q日 明Shas its own Blー∞KDATA. When users use other BU∞K DATA， 

it must be declared by町 r四NALstatement. 

8.b Outline of the user ・smain program 

( Common areas for Qi白羽S) 

( Initialization for user ・sown pu.-pose ) 

( Set optional parameters to QEEそx:8・scommon area ) 

CALL QEP民S(O)

∞ 

Prologue procedure 

Start main loop 

( Set 4-vectors of particles to be processed ) 

CALL Q回 なS(1) Produce one event 

( Do what user wants reading the result ) 

聞 DOF∞ End of main-loop 

( Final process by user ) 
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STOP 
END 

8.c Common areas for interface 

General name of common areas for interface is QEPOxy where x 

is a character and y is a number. 

x=A : Common areas referred by QEPOCS when QEPOCS(O) is called. 

Control parameters. 

x=B : Common areas referred by QEPOCS when QEPOCS(l) is called. 

Informations on particles to be processed. 

x=C : Common areas where the produced event is recorded. 

8.c.1 /QEP0A1/ NPIDC,NEDIT,NPRNT 

pi-0 is stable. 
pi-0 decays into two photons. 

Return full list of the event with history. 
Return with final stable particles only. 

Print produced events by standard format of 
EPOCS once in n events. 
No print. 

8. c. 2 /QEP0B1 / MATOP,QRTCL(8,100) 
( Information of processed particles ) 

MATOP = Maximum address of QRTCL, i.e., QRTCL(i,j) of j=l 
to MATOP are to be processed. 

QRTCL = Similar to PRTCL in EPOCS. ( section 5 ) 
Set QRTCL(i,j) of i=l to 5, j=l to MATOP 
where i=l is the particle code and i=2,3,4,5 
are px,py,pz and E in GeV. 

8.C.3 /QEP0B2/ r4VRTX,MVRTX(2,10) ,PVRTX(4,10) 
( Information for colored system ) 

NVRTX = number of vertex.( less than 10 ) 

MYRTX .. Particles that belong to the vertex-k occupy 
consecutive addresses of QRTCL(i,j) for j=MVRTX(l,k) 
to MVRTX(2,k). 

PVRTX .. When users want to adjust the sum of 4-momenta 
of produced particles to a 4-momentum which differs 
from the sum of 4-momenta of corresponding QRTCL, 
its value can be specified by this PVRTX. If it is 
not the case, PVRTX(4,k) should be 0. 

NPIDC 

NEDIT 

NPRNT 

=0 . 
-1 . 

=0 . 
=1 . 

=n . 

=0 . 
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srop 
END 

8.c Common areas for interface 

General name of common areas for interface is QD羽xywhere x 

is a character and y is a number. 

x=A Common areas referred by QEPCCS when Q回宅X:S(O)is called. 

Control parameters. 

x=B Common areas referred by QEPCCS when QDそ巴S(1) is called. 

Informations on particles to be processed. 

x=C Common areas where the produced event is recorded. 

8.c.1 /QEPOA1/ NPI民，NEDIT，NPRNT 

NPI民 =0.. pi-O is stable. 
=1 .. pi-O decays into two photons. 

NEDIT =0 .， Return full list of the event with history. 
=1 .， Return with final stable particles only. 

NPRI'π=n 

=0 

Print produced events by standard format of 
E死氾Sonce in n events. 
No print. 

8.c.2 /QEl司B1/MATOP，Q町CL(8，100)
( Information of processed particles ) 

MATOP = Maximum address of QRTCL， i.e.， QRTCL(i，j) of j=l 
to MATOP are to be processed. 

QRTCL = Similar to PRTCL in EP(工S. ( section 5 ) 
Set QRTCL(i，j) of i=1 to 5， j=l to MATOP 
where i=l is the particle code and i=2，3，4，5 
are px，py，pz and E in GeV. 

8.c.3 /QEF司B2/NVRI丸 MVRfX(2，10) ， PVRrX (4， 10) 
( Information for colored system ) 

NVRTX = number of vertex.( less than 10 ) 

MVRTX •. Particles that belong to the vertex-k occupy 
consecutive addresses of QRTCL(i，j) for j=MVRTX(l，k) 
to MVRI宝(2，k).

PVRTX .. When users want to adjust the sum of 4-momenta 
of produced particlらsto a 4-momentum which differs 
from the sum of 4-momenta of corresponding QRTCL， 
its value can be specified by this PVRTX. If it is 
not the case， PVRrX(4，k) should be O. 
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We have to make some words about "vertex* which is an important 

idea to understand the hadronization in EPOCS. EPOCS can hadronize 

a set of quarks and gluons only when the set is color singlet. A 

vertex is a color singlet object, and it may contain colorless 

particles. For instance, users create two novel particles and let 

them decay into quarks and/or gluons. If they are passed to QEPOCS 

as a whole, the resulting final state does not reproduce the 

invariant mass of the novel particle. The users musL specify which 

quark belongs to which parent. When the particle decays into quarks 

and leptons, he has to include leptons that belong to the vertex 

since the adjusting of 4- momenta is done with respect to the vertex. 

8.c.4 /QEP0C1/ NATOPE,PRTCLE(8,1000) 

( Information on produced particles ) 

NATOPE = Maximum address of PRTCLE 

PRTCLE = Same as PRTCL in EPOCS. ( section 5 ) 

8.c.5 /QEP0C2/ NEVEN,NENDC 

NEVEN = Number of events. 

NENDC = Condition code for the event. 
=0 .. Normal , =1 .. Trouble. 
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We have to make some words about ・vertex'which is an important 

idea to understand the hadronization in Dそ氾S. 日有児Scan hadronize 

a set of quarks and gluons only when the set is color singlet. A 

vertex is a color singlet object， and it may contain colorless 

particles. For instance， uεers create two novel particles and let 

them decay into quarks and/or gluons. If they are passed to Q因究:x:s

as a whole， the resulting final state does not reproduce the 

invariant mass of t.he novel part.icle. The users l1lusl specify which 

quark belongs to which parent. When the particle decays into quarks 

and leptons， he has to include leptons that belong to the vertex 

since the adjusting of 4-momenta is done wi th respect to the vertex. 

8.c.4 /QEF切1/NATOPE，P町CIE(8，1000)
( Information on produced particles ) 

NATOPE = Maximum address of PRTCLE 

P町CLE= Same as PRfCL in EPCCS. ( section 5 ) 

8.c.5 /QEF切 2/NEVEN， NENOC 

NEVEN = Number of events. 

NEN民 =Condition code for the event.. 
=0 .. Normal ， =1.. Trouble. 
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9. Analysis program 

In this section, we explain subroutines to calculate physical 

quantities. Since they are not the parts of event generation, their 

names do not follow the general rule in EPOCS. These subroutines 

do not access common areas. Inputs are transfered through arguments. 

The principle of implicit type definition is used and the real 

variable is type of R*8. 

In this section and the next section, we describe a module by 

the following format: (1) Function ( of the module ), (2) Type 

( SUBROUTINE or FUNCTION ) , (3) Calling ( an example of usage and 

the explanation of the arguments ) and (4) Reference ( name of 

module(s) referred in this module ). For each aguments in the 

"Calling', we show the name of variable, the size of array if the 

variable is an array, IN/OUT to specify that the variable is 

referred/substituted in this module and the meaning of the variable, 

respectively. 

9.a THRUST 

Function : Calculate thrust from a set of 3-vectors. 

Type : SUBROUTINE 

Calling : CALL THRUST( P,N,T1,R1 ) 

P (3,1) IN Space momenta of particles. 

N IN Number of particles. 

Tl OUT Value of thrust. 

Rl (3) OUT Direction of thrust axis. 
(vector of unit lenght) 

9.b SPHERI 

Function : Calculate sphericity from a set of 3-vectors. 

Type : SUBROUTINE 

Calling : CALL SPHERI( P,NC,SPHER,SPHAX ) 

P (3,1) IN Space momentum of particles. 
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9. Analysis program 

In this section， we explain subroutines to calculate physical 

quantities. Since they are not the parts of event generation， their 

names do not follow the general rule in D毛主S. These subroutines 

do not access common areas. Inputs are transfered through arguments. 

The principle of implicit type definition is used and the real 

variable is type of R牢8.

In this sec司tionand the next section， we describe a module by 

the following format: (1) Function ( of the module )， (2) Type 

( SUBROUTINE or FUNCTION ) ， (3) Calling ( an example of usage and 

the explanation of the arguments ) and (4) Reference ( name of 

module(s) referred in this module ). For each aguments in the 

.Calling ・， we show the name of variable， the size of array if the 

variable is an array， IN/OlIT to specify that the variable is 

referred/substituted in this module and the meaning of the variable， 

respectively. 

9.a官-IRUST

Function Calculate thrust from a set of 3-vectors. 

Type SUB町)UTlNE

Calling CALL百ffiUST(P，N，Tt ，Rl ) 
P (3，1) IN Space momenta of particles. 

N 

Tt 

Rl (3) 

9.b SPHERI 

IN Number of particles. 

OUT Value of thrust. 

OUT Direction of thrust axis. 
(vector of unit lenght) 

Function Calculate sphericity from a set of 3-vectors. 

Type SUBROUTINE 

Calling CALL SPi亜:RI( P ， NC ， SP.日~，SPHAX ) 

P (3，1) IN Space momentum of particles. 
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NC IN Number of particles. 

SPHER OUT Value of sphericity. 

SPHAX (3) OUT Direction of sphericity axis. 
(vector of unit lenght) 

Reference : JACOBI 

9.c ACOPL 

Function : Calculate acoplanarity from a set of 3-vectors. 

Type : SUBROirriNE 

Calling : CALL ACOPL( P.K.AC.ACV ) 

P (3,1) IN Space momentum of particles. 

K IN Number of particles. 

AC OUT Value of acoplanarity. 

ACV (3) OUT Direction normal to acoplanarity plane. 
(vector of unit lenght) 

The calculated acoplanarity is D defined by Ellis, Ross and 

Terrano[7]. 

Reference : JACOBI 

9.d SPHERJ 

Function : Calculate three eigenvalues of sphericity tensor 

and their eigenvectors from a set of 3-vectors. 

Type : SUBROUTINE 

Calling : CALL SPHERJ( P.NCQ.QVEC ) 

IN Space momentum of particles. 

IN Number of particles. 

OUT Normalized eigen value of sphericity 
tensor. Q(l)+Q(2)+Q(3)=l. 
Q(1)<Q(2)<Q(3). 

OUT Direction of normalized eigenvector. 
QVEC( ,i) for each Q(i).. 

JACOBI 

p 

NC 

Q 

QVEC 

•ence 

(3,1) 

(3) 

(3,3) 
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NC 1N Number of particles. 

SPJ韮R OUT Value of sphericity. 

SPHAX (3) OUT Direction of sphericity axis. 
(vector of unit lenght) 

Reference JA∞181 

9.c ACOPL 

Function Calculate acoplanarity from a set of 3-vectors. 

Type SUB日)lJflNE

Calling CAU. AI∞PL( P，K，AC，ACV ) 

P (3，1) 

K 

AC 

ACV (3) 

1N Space momentum of particles. 

1N Number of particles. 

OUT Value of acoplanarity. 

OUT Direction normal to acoplanarity plane. 
(vector of unit lenght) 

The calculated acoplanarity is D defined by Ellis， Ross and 

Terrano[7] . 

Reference JACOB1 

9.d SrtIERJ 

Function Calculate three eigenvalues of spherici ty tensor 

and their eigenvectors from a set of 3-vectors. 

Type SUB町JUTlNE

Calling CAU. SPHERJ ( P， NC， Q ，QVEC ) 

P (3，1) 

NC 

Q (3) 

QVEC (3，3) 

Reference 

1N Space momentum of'particles. 

1N Number of particles. 

OUT Normalized eigen value of sphericity 
tensor. Q(1)+Q(2)~(3)=1. 
Q(1) <Q(2)くQ(3).

OUT Direction of normalized eigenvector. 
QVEC( ， i) for each Q(i).. 

JACOBI 

ーおー



9.e TRIPLE 

Function : Triplicity analysis. 

Type : SUBROUTINE 

Calling : CALL TRIPLE( P,NC,NJET,PJET,QEIGEN,QVEC, 

NORDER,FAIS,FAIJ,QCOS,ICND ) 

IN Space momentum of particles. 

IN Number of particles. 
OUT (=1.2,3) Particle-i belongs to 

jet-NJET(i). 

OUT PJET(,j)= unit vector for 
direction of jet-j. 

IN Q in SPHERJ 

IN QVEC in SPHERJ 

(To set above two, call SPHERJ before calling TRIPLE.) 

OUT NORDER(i)=i-th particle's order in the 
event plane. 

OUT FAIS(i)=i-th particle's rotational 
angle in the event plane. 

OUT FAIJ(j)=j-the jet's rotational angle 
in the event plane. 

OUT QCOS(j)=cosine of opening angle of 
2 jets against of jet-j. 

OUT Condition code. (0=Normal) 

9.f JACOBI 

Function : Calculate the engenvalues and eigenvectors of real 

symmetric matrix by the Jacobi method. 

Type : SUBROUTINE 

Calling : CALL JACOBI( AMAT , A , B , EPS , N )• 

AMAT (N,N) IN The matrix to calculate eigenvalues. 

A. (N.N) OUT A(i,i)= i-th eigenvalue. 

p 

NC 

NJET 

PJET 

(3,1) 

(1) 

(3,3) 

QEIGEN (3) 

QVEC (3,3) 

(To se 

NORDER (1) 

FAIS 

FAIJ 

QCOS 

ICND 

Reference 

(1) 

(3) 

(3) 

: FFAI 
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9.e rnIPLE 

Function Triplicity analysis. 

Type SUBROUTlNE 

Calling C瓜LTRIP日(p， NC， NJEr ，P JET. QEIGEN ，QV民，
NORDER，FAIS，FAIJ，ほQS，ICND) 

P (3，1) IN Space momentum of particles. 

NC IN Number of particles. 

NJEf (l) OtIT (=1.2，3) Particle-i belongs lo 
jet-NJEr(i). 

PJEr (3，3) OUT PJET(，j)= unit vector for 
direction of jet-j. 

QEIGEN (3) IN Q in SP田RJ

Q四巳 (3，3) IN QVEC in SPHERJ 

(To set above two， call SPHERJ before calling TRIPLE.) 

NORDER (1) OUT NORDER(i)=i-th particle's order in the 
event plane. 

FAIS (1) OUT FAIS(i)=i-th particle's rotational 
angle in the event plane. 

FAIJ (3) OUT FAIJ(j)=j-the jet's rotational angle 
in the event plane. 

広邸 (3) OUT QOOS(j)=cosine of opening angle of 
2 jets against of jet-j. 

ICND our Condition code. (O=Normal) 

Reference 師、'AI

9.f JACOBI 

Function Calculate the engenvalues and eigenvectors of real 

symmetric matrix by the Jacobi method. 

Type SUB即日TINE

Calling CAl.l. J~∞BI( AMAT ， A ， B ，日宅， N )-

対1AT (N，N) IN The matrix to calculate eigenvalues. 

A (N，N) OUT A(i，i)= i-th eigenvalue. 
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B (N,N) OUT B(j,i)= i-th eigenvector. 

EPS IN/OUT Convergence condition. 

If input EPS = 0, EPS= 10"5 is assumed. 

N IN Dimension of matrix. 
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B 

E宅

N 

(N，N) OUT B(j，i)= i-th eigenvector. 

IN/Our Convergence condition. 

If input D宅::;0，自宅::;10-5 is assumed. 

IN Dimension of matrix. 
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10. Useful functions 

In this section, we describe some subroutines in EPOCS which 

would be useful for users. Implicit type is used and the real 

variables are type of R+8. The explanation about the description 

on the arguments is the same as that is given in the beginning of 

the last section. 

10.a RANDM3 

Function : Generate a uniform random number in (0,1). This 

function uses a common area /COMRND/ which has the variable NSEED. 

NSEED is the seed for random number generation. Users have to 

initialize NSEED once before the calling of this function. EPOCS 

initializes NSEED by the specified input value. 

Type : FUNCTION 

Calling : (variable) =RANDM-iS( IDUM ) 

IDUM IN Dummy variable. 

10.b RNRDMS 

Function : Generate a random number according to normal 

distribution. 

An approximated method for Gaussian random number is used here. 

This generates a number between -3 and +3. 

Type : FUNCTION 

Calling : (variable)=RNRNDS( IDUM ) 

IDUM IN Dummy variable. 

Reference : RANDM3 

10.c ROTATS 

Function : Rotate a set of vector by specified Euler angles. 

Vectors are rotated by (1) <p around z-axis, (2) 8 around y-axis and 
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10. Useful functions 

In this section， we describe some subroutines in D宅氾S which 

would be useful for users. Implici t type is used and the real 

variables are type of R+8. The explanation about the description 

on the arguments is the same as that is given in the beginning of 

the last section. 

10.a RANDM$ 

Function Generate a uniform random number in (0，1). This 

function uses a common area jOOMRNDj which has the variable NS日~.

NSE印 is the seed for random number generation. Users have to 

initialize NSEED once before the calling of this function. 日完氾S

initializes NSE回 bythe specified input value. 

Type FUNCTION 

Calling (variable)=RAND~怜( IDUM ) 

IDUM IN Dummy variable. 

10. b RNRDMili 

Function 

distribution. 

Generate a random number according to normal 

An approximated methoa for Gaussian random number is used here. 

This generates a number between -3 and +3. 

Type FUNCTION 

Calling (variable)=RNRND$( IDUM ) 

IDUM IN Dummy variable. 

Reference RANDM$ 

10.c ROTAT$ 

Function Rotate a set of vector by specified Euler angles. 

Vectors are rotated by (1) ~ around z-axis， (2) e around y-axis and 
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(3) <p' around z-axis. 

Type : SUBROUTINE 

Calling : CALL ROTAT$( PPPP , PHI1 , COST , PHI2 , NUMP , NDIM ) 

PPPP (NDIM.l) IN/OUT Momenta to be rotated. 
PPPP(j,i)=momentum of i-th particle 
and j=l,2,3 and 4 corresponds to 
Ri.Py.P*. 

PHI1 IN q> 

COST IN cosQ 

PHI2 IN <p-

NUMP IN Number of vectors. 

NDIM IN NDIM is 3 or 4. Size of first index 
of the array PPPP. 

10.d BOOSTS 

Function : There is a set of 4-vectors, pV, in the rest frame 

of a particle A. This subroutine transforms these vectors into those 

in the frame where the particle A has 4-momentum q. 

Type : SUBROUTINE 

Calling : CALL BOOSTS PPPP , PREF , NNN1 , NNN2 ) 

PPPP (4,1) IN/OUT 4-vectors p?. 

PPPP(j,i)= Pi and j=l,2,3 and 4 

corresponds to Pi.Py.Pr and E. 

PREF (4) IN 4-vector q. 

NNN1.NNN2 IN Among pf, i=NNNl to NNN2 are 

transformed. 

10.e P2BDY-S 

Function : Calculate the absolute value of the momenta of decay 

products when a particle of mass M at rest decays into two particles 

whose masses are M\ and W2. 

Type : FUNCTION 

Calling : (variable) =P2BDY$( AM00 , AM01 , AM02 ) 
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(3) (t・around zーはis.

Type SUB町)UTINE

Calling C且L 即 rAT$(PPPP ， PHll ， COST ， PHI2 ， NUMP ， NDIM ) 

PPPP (NDIM，l) INjOUT Momenta to be rotated. 
PPPP(j，i)=momentum of i-th particle 
and j=1，2，3 and 4 corresponds to 
P.r .p!/.pz・

PHll IN φ 

COST IN cosD 

PHI2 IN qヨ

NUMP IN Number of vectors. 

NDIM IN NDIM is 3 or 4. Size of first index 
of the array PPPP. 

〈ノ

1O.d Bα芯f$

Funct.ion There is a set of 4-vectors， rf{， in the rest frame 

of a particle A. This subroutine transforms these vectors into those 

in the frame where the particle A has 4-momentum q. 

Type SUB悶UTINE

Calling CALL Bα芯T$(PPPP ， PR町，州Nl ， N附 2) 

PPPP (4，1) 

PREF (4) 

NNN1，NNN2 

1O.e P2BDY$ 

INjOUT 4-vectors p~. 
PPPP(j，i)= Pi and j=1，2，3 and 4 

corresponds to Px，Py，pz and E. 

IN 4-vector q. 

IN Among Ift， i=NNNl to NNN2 are 

transformed. 

Function Calculate the absolute value of the momenta of decay 

products when a particle of mass M at rest decays into two particles 

whose masses are N 1 and H2. 

Type FUNCTION 

Calling (variable) =P2BDY$(釧 00， AMOl ， AM02 ) 
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AMPR 

AMSE (1) 

PPRI (4) 

PSEC (4,1) 

IN 

IN 

IN 

oir 

AMOO IN Mass of particle to decay. (M) 

AM01.AM02 IN Masses of decay products. (Ni.Mz) 

lO.f PDECYS 

Function : When a particle decays into n particles, this 

subroutine generates energies and momenta of produced particles 

according to the phase space. 

Type : SUBROUTINE 

Calling : CALL PDECY5>( AMPR , AMSE , PPRI , PSEC , NUMS ) 

Mass of the parent particle. 

Masses of decay products. 
AMSE(i) (i=l to n) is the mass of 
i-th particle. 

4-momentum of the parent particle. 
P^P^Pz and E. 

OUT 4-momenta of produced particles after 
the decay. PSEC(j,i)= 4-vector of 
i-th particle p; (i=l to n) 
and j=l,2,3 and 4 corresponds to 
Px,Pi,,Pz and E. 

NUMS IN Number of particles produced by 
the decay, (n) 

Reference : P2BDYS , BOOSTS , RANDMS 

10.g FERMIS 

Function : Generate energies and momenta of three parti Ices 

which are produced by the decay of a particle according to the four 

Fermi interaction. The convention for the order of three particles 

is as follows.' For the decay of a fermion, particles 1 and 3 are 

fermions and particle 2 is an anti-fermion. For the decay of an 

anti-fermion, particles 1 and 3 are anti-fermions and particle 2 is 

a fermion. 

Type :% SUBROUTINE 

Calling : CALL FERMI«( PPRI , AMSE , PSEC ) 
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AMOO IN Mass of particle to decay. (M) 

AHOl，A1可02 IN Masses of decay products. (Nt ，N'2) 

10.f PDECY$ 

Function When a particle decays into n particles， this 

subroutine generates energies and momenta of produced particles 

according to the phase space. 

Typc sumむtITINE

Call ing CALL PDECY$ ( AMPR ，必侶E， PPRI ， PSEC ， NU日s) 

必1PR

必侶E(1) 

PPRI (4) 

PSEC (4，1) 

NUMS 

IN Mass of the parent particle. 

IN Masses of decay products. 
刈侶E(i)(i=1 to n) is the mass of 
i-th particle. 

IN 4-momentum of the parent particle. 
P:r'P!I'PZ and E. 

OUT 4-momenta of produced particles after 
the decay. PSEC(j，i)= 4-vector of 
i-th particle Pi (i=l to n) 
and j=1，2，3 and 4 corresponds to 
P:r'P!I'PZ and E. 

IN Number of particles produced by 
the decay. (n) 

Reference P2BDY$， Bα)Sf$ ， RANDM$ 

10.g F四MI$

Function Generate energies and momenta of three partilces 

which are produced by the decay of a particle according to the four 

Fermi interaction. The convention for the order of three particles 

is as follows: For the decay of a fermion， particles 1 and 3 are 

fermions and particle 2 is an anti -fermion. For the decay of an 

anti-fermion， particles 1 and 3 are anti-fermions and particle 2 is 

a fermion. 

Type SUBROげfINE

Call ing CALL 任 問1$(PPRI ，必1SE， PS印)
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PPRI (4) IN 4-momentum of the particle to decay. 
P*.A/.Pz and E. 

AMSE (3) IN Masses of particles produced by the 
decay. 

PSEC (4,3) OUT 4-momenta of produced particles. 
PSEC(j,i)= 4-momentum of i-th particle 
and j=l, 2, 3 and 4 corresponds to 
PuPu.Pz and E. 

Reference : PDECYS 

10.h SLMESS 

Function : Generate energies and momenta of three particles 

which are produced by the semi-leptonic decay of a pseudo-scalar 

particle. The convention for order of three particles is as follows: 

Particles 1 is pseudo-scalar and particles 2 and 3 are leptons. 

Type : SUBROUTINE 

Calling : CALL SLMESS( AMPR , PPRI , AMSE , PSEC ) 

AMPR IN Mass of particle to decay. 

PPRI (4) IN 4-momentum of the particle to decay. 
Pi.Py.P* and E. 

AMSE (3) IN Masses of particles produced by the 
decay. 

PSEC (4,3) OUT 4-momenta of produced particles. 
PSEC(j,i)= 4-momentum of i-th particle 
and j=l, 2, 3 and 4 corresponds to 
Px,Py,Pz and E. 

Reference : PDECYS 

10.i N1DCYS 

Function : The code number of a hadron is determined by the 

formulas given is section 5.g. However, when a quark and an 

anti-quark does not uniquely specify a hadron, the corresponding 

hadron is determined stochastically using the table HDECY. When NHAD 

represents a hadron, N1DCYS=NHAD while M1DCYS gives code number of 
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PPRI (4) 

AMSE (3) 

PSEC (4，3) 

Reference PDECY$ 

10.h S1...MES'$ 

IN 4-momentum of the particle to decay. 
P:z，PI/'PZ and E. 

IN Masses of particles produced by the 
decay. 

OUT 4-momenta of producξd particles. 
間 EC(j，i)=4-momentum of i-th particle 
and j=l. 2，3 and 4 corresponds to 
Px，P"・pzand E. 

Function Generate energies and momenta of three particles 

which are produced by the semi-leptonic decay of a pseudo-scalar 

particle. The convention for order of three particles is as fo11ows: 

Particles 1 is pseudo-scalar and particles 2 and 3 are leptons. 

Type SUBROUTINE 

Calling CALL SLMES$(必1PR， PPRI ， Al也E， PSEC ) 

AMPR IN Mass of particle to decay. 

PPRI (4) IN 4-momentum of the particle to decay. 
PX'P!I'PZ and E. 

必侶E(3) IN Masses of particles produced by the 
decay. 

PSEC (4，3) OUT 4-momenta of produced particles. 
陀 EC(j，i)=4-momentum ofト thparticle 
and j=l， 2，3 and 4 corresponds to 
Px， P!I'PZ and E. 

Reference PD日:Y$

10.i Nl民Y$

Function The code nunゐerof a hadron is determined by the 

formulas given is section 5.g. However， when a quark and an 

anti-quark does not uniquely specify a hadron. the corresponding 

hadron is determined stochastically using the table HDECY. When Nl弘D

represeots a hadron， NIOCY$=NHAD while NIDCY$ gives code number of 
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an appropriate hadron when NHAD is a type-3 particle. 

Type : FUNCTION 

Calling : (integer variable) = N1DCYS( NHAD ) 

NHAD IN Code number of a hadron. 

Reference : RANDMS 

The authors acknowledge the colleagues of theoretical working 

group for TRISTAN and the experimental physicists engaging the 

TRISTAN project for useful discussion and encouragement. We 

especially thank to C.G.Trahern for careful reading of the 

manuscript. 
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an appropriate hadron when NHAD is a type-3'particle. 

Type F1JNCTION 

Calling (integer variable) = NII氾Y$(NHAD ) 

NHAD IN Code number of a hadron. 

Reference R州DMii

The authors acknowledge the colleagues of theoret lcal worbng 

group for TRISTAN and the experimental physicists engaging the 

TRISTAN project for useful discussion and encouragement. We 

especially thank to C.G.Trahern for careful reading of the 

manuscript. 
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Appendix A. Table of particle code number 

1 PHOTON 
6 
11 E+ 
16 MU+ 
21 TAU+ 
26 
31 D-Q 
36 
41 DBAR-Q 
46 
51 DD1-Q 
56 UDO-Q 
61 DDl-QBA 
66 UDO-QBA 
71 CDO-Q 
76 TUO-Q 
81 CDO-QBA 
86 TUO-QBA 
91 
96 
101 
106 
111 
116 
121 
126 
131 
136 
141 
146 
151 
156 
161 
166 
171 
176 
181 
186 
191 
196 
201 PI+ 
206 
211 (DD:PS) 
216 
221 KOBAR 
226 
231 D+ 
236 
241 BDBAR 
246 
251 TDBAR 
256 . 
261 
266 

2 W+ 
7 
12 EMJ 
17 MUNU 
22 TAUNU 
27 
32 S-Q 
37 
42 SBAR-Q 
47 
52 SS1-Q 
57 USO-Q 
62 SSl-QBA 
67 USO-QBA 

^72 CSO-Q 
77 TDO-Q 
82 CSO-QBA 
87 TDO-QBA 
92 
97 
102 
107 
112 
117 
122 
127 
132 
137 
142 
147 
152 
157 
162 
167 
172 
177 
182 
187 
192 
197 
202 K+ 
207 PIO 
212 KO 
217 K-LONG 
222 (SS:PS) 
227 
232 F+ 
237 ETA-C 
242 BSBAR 
247 ETA-B 
252 TSBAR 
257 ETA-T 
262 
267 

3 W-
8 
13 EMJBAR 
18 MUNUBAR 
23 TAUNUBAR 
28 
33 C-Q 
38 
43 CBAR-Q 
48 
53 UD1-Q 
58 DSO-Q 
63 UDl-QBA 
68 DSO-QBA 
73 BUO-Q 
78 TSO-Q 
83 BUO-QBA 
88 TSO-QBA 
93 
98 
103 
108 
113 
118 
123 
128 
133 
138 
143 
148 
153 
158 
163 
168 
173 
178 
183 
188 
193 
198 
203 DOBAR 
208 ETA 
213 D-
218 K-SHORT 
223 F-
228 
233 (CC:PS) 
238 
243 BCBAR 
248 
253 TCBAR 
258 
263 
268 

4 
9 +STRING* 
14 
19 
24 
29 
34 B-Q 
39 
44 BBAR-Q 
49 
54 US1-Q 
59 
64 USl-QBA 
69 
74 BDO-Q 
79 
84 BDO-QBA 
89 
94 
99 
104 
109 
114 
119 
124 
129 
134 
139 
144 
149 
154 
159 
164 
169 
174 
179 
184 
189 
194 
199 
204 UBBAR 

5 ZO 
10 E-
15 MU-
20 TAU-
25 
30 U-Q 
35 T-Q 
40 UBAR-Q 
45 TBAR-Q 
50 UU1-Q 
55 DS1-Q 
60 UU1-QBA 
65 DSl-QBA 
70 CUO-Q 
75 BSO-Q 
80 CUO-QBA 
85 BSO-QBA 
90 GLUON 
95 
100 HIGGS 
105 
110 
115 
120 
125 
130 
135 
140 
145 
150 
155 
160 
165 
170 
175 
180 
185 
190 
195 
200 (UU:PS) 
205 UTBAR 

209 ETA-PRIM 210 PI-
214 DBBAR 
219 
224 SBBAR 
229 
234 CBBAR 
239 
244 (BB:PS) 
249 
254 TBBAR 
259 
264 
269 

215 DTBAR 
220 K-
225 STBAR 
230 DO 
235 CTBAR 
240 BUBAR 
245 BTBAR 
250 TUBAR 
255 (TT:PS) 
260 
265 
270 
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Appendix A. Table of particle code number 

1 PHaI'ON 2 W+ 3 W- 4 5 ZO 
6 7 8 9 *SfRING宇 10 E-
11 E+ 12 ENU 13 ENUBAR 14 15 MU-
16 MU+ 17問品川 18 MUNUBAR 19 20 TAU-
21 TAU+ 22 TAUNU 23 TAUNUBAR 24 25 
26 z1 28 29 30 U-Q 
31 D-Q 32 S-Q 33 C-Q 34 B-Q 35 T-Q 
36 s7 38 39 40 UBAR-Q 
41 DBAR-Q 42 SBAR-Q 43 CBAR-Q 44 BBAR-Q 45 TBAR-Q 
46 47 48 49 50 UUI-Q 
51 DDI-Q 52 SSI-Q 回 UDI-Q 54 USI-Q 55凶 l-Q
56 UDO-Q 57 USO-Q 日凶O-Q 59 60 UUI-QBA 
61 DDI-QBA 62 SSI-QBA 63 UD1-QBA 64 USI-QBA 65 DS1-QBA 
飴 UDO-QBA o1 USO-QBA 68 DSQ-QBA 69 70 CUO-Q 
71 CDO-Q 、72CSO-Q 73 BUO-Q 74 BDO-Q 75 BSO-Q 
76 TUO-Q 77T∞-Q 78 TSO-Q 79 80 CUO-QBA 
81 CDO-QBA 位 CSO-QBA 83 BUO-QBA 84 BDO-QBA 85 BSO-QBA 
86 TUO-QBA 87 TDO-QBA 88 TSO-QBA 的 90 GLUON 
91 92 93 94 95 
gぅ s7 98 99 100 HIGGS 
101 102 103 104 105 
106 107 108 109 110 
111 112 113 114 115 
116 117 118 119 120 
121 122 123 124 1お
126 1Z1 128 129 130 
131 1~沼 133 134 135 
1お 1S7 1~沼 じ羽 140 
141 142 143 144 145 
146 147 148 149 150 
151 1昭 153 154 155 
156 157 158 159 160 
161 1位 163 164 1Eあ
1Eお lo1 168 169 170 
171 172 173 174 175 
176 177 178 179 180 
181 1位 183 184 185 
186 187 188 189 190 
191 1包 193 194 195 
193 1S7 Hお H泊 200 (山:PS)
201 PI+ 日沼 K+ 203 DOBAR 204 UBBAR 205 UTBAR 
206 部 17PIO 208 ErA 部 9ErA-PRIM 210 PI-
211 (DD:PS) 212 KO 213 D- 214 DBBAR 215 DTBAR 
216 217 K-LONG 218 K-SHORT 219 ZヨDK-
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271 
276 
281 
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291 
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376 
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Appendix B. Toponium 

From the input value of mass of top quark, EPOCS calculates 

the mass of toponium, its width and the branching ratio to various 

modes. Below we give the relation between these quantities. The 

potential model by Kobe group[8] is used for the calculation. 

m MoniUm T n Tfot 
[GeV] [GeV] [keV] [keV] 

20.00 39.00 3.81 43.42 
21.00 41.00 3.81 43.29 
22.00 42.98 3.80 43.11 
23.00 44.97 3.78 42.95 
24.00 46.95 3.75 42.88 
25.00 48.93 3.72 42.93 
26.00 50.91 3.69 43.14 
27.00 52.88 3.66 43.55 
28.00 54.85 3 .63 44.18 
29.00 56.83 3.61 45.08 
30.00 58.80 3.59 46.28 
31.00 60.77 3.58 47.84 
32.00 62.75 3.58 49.81 
33.00 64.72 3.58 52.28 
34.00 66.70 3.60 55.37 
35.00 68.68 3.64 59.25 
36.00 70.66 3.71 64.19 
37.00 72.64 3.81 70.62 
38.00 74.63 3.99 79.33 
39.00 76.61 4.30 91.76 
40.00 78.60 4 .83 110.94 
41.00 80.59 5.83 143.92 
42.00 82.58 8.00 209.93 
43.00 84.57 13.63 375.28 
44.00 86.56 33.81 959.95 
45.00 88.55 116.73 3387.39 
46.00 90.55 70.32 2098.06 
47.00 92.54 26.48 825.73 
48.00 94.53 14.76 489.01 
49.00 95.52 10.32 367.59 
50.00 98.50 8.17 315.39 
51.00 100.48 6.96 292.33 
52.00 102.46 6.21 284.06 
53.00 104.43 5.70 284.47 
54.00 106.40 5.35 290.60 
55.00 108.35 5.08 300.88 
56.00 110.30 4 .88 314.46 
57.00 112.25 4 .72 330.83 
58.00 114.18 4 .59 349.70 
59.00 116.09 4 .48 370.89 
60.00 118.00 • 4 .39 394.32 
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From the input value of mass of top quark， EPOCS calculates 

the mass of toponium， its width and the branching ratio to various 

modes. Below we give the relation between these quantities. 1he 

potential model by Kobe group(8) is used for the calculation. 
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Appendix C. How to run EPOCS at KEK 

In the FACOM M382 system at KEK, the latest version of EPOCS 

is as follows: 

FORTRAN Source file : MMC1 .EPOCS. STANDARD. FORT 

Load module library : MMC1.EPOCS.STANDARD.LOAD (EPOCS) 

Load module library : MMC1 .EP0CS1.STANDARD.LOAD (Job step-1) 

Example of job control statements and input data : 

MMC1. EPOCS. STANDARD. CNTL 

The last one is a partitioned dataset and has a member named 

JCL1 , JCL2 and DATA. JCL1 is a sample of control statements to 

create a QCD parameter file and to run EPOCS. JCL2 is a sample of 

control statements to run EPOCS when a QCD parameter file exists. 

DATA contains an example of control data discussed in section 4 

extensively. 

For examples of QCD parameter file, there are 

MMC1.EPOCS.W51.E01D01.DATA for Vs =51[GeV], e=0.1 and 5=0.1. 

MMC1.EPOCS.W51.Y002.DATA for Vs =51[GeV) and ymin=0.02. 

Restriction for present version. (March 1987) 

[1] Subroutines for four jets is removed for maintenance. Do 

not specify I4JQQ=1 or I4JQG=1. 

[2] The angular distribution of photon radiated from initial 

Bremsstrahlung is not exact since it is generated according to QED. 

[3] The momentum distribution for some decay modes(e.g., co to 

3K ) is approximate since the decay is done according to the phase 

space only. The width of unstable particle( e.g. , p ) is not yet 

included. The effect of polarization is not included in the particle 
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Appendix C. How to run D宅氾Sat K回〈

1n the FAOOM M382 system at K回(， the 1atest version of日完工S

is as fo11ows: 

問問R必1Source file 附1C1.D主氾S.Sf州D肌 D.FO町

Load modu1e library 附 C1.Elそx:s.sf ANDARD. LOAD (日そ工S)

Load rnodu1e library 附 C1.EP∞Sl.Sf州DARD.LOAD(Job step-l) 

Example of job contr01 statements and input data 

附 Cl.EPOCS.sr必IDARD.CNTL

The 1ast one is a partitioned dataset and has a member narned 

JCLl ， JCL2 and DATA. JCLl is a samp1e of control statements to 

create a QCD parameter file and to run Ef(氾S. JCL2 is a samp1e of 

control statements to run EF{おSwhen a QCD parameter file exists. 

DATA contains an examp1e of contro1 data discussed in section 4 

extensively. 

For examples of QCD parameter file， there are 

附 C1.Dそ氾S.W51.EOl∞1.DATAfor J言 =51[GeV]，ε=0.1 and δ=0. t. 

MMC1.m工S.W51.Y002.DATAfor ./ぎ =51[GeV)and Ymin=O.02. 

Restriction for present version. (March 1987) 

[1] Subroutines for four jets is removed for maintenance. Do 

not specify 14JQQ=1 or 14JQG=t. 

[2] The angular distribution of photon radiated from initia1 

Bremsstrah1ung is not exact since it is generated according to QED. 

(3) The momentum distribution for some decay modes(e.g.，ωto 

3π) is approximate since the decay is done according to the phase 

space on1y. The width of unstab1e partic1e( e.g.，ρ) is not yet 

inc1uded. The effect of po1arization is not included in the particle 
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decay. The decay modes for the D and F mesons are not exact. 

[4] As is described in section 2, the mass and branching ratio 

of toponium is calculated from the input value of mass of top quark. 

This forces users to choose the value of center-of-mass energy from 

the table in the Appendix B if users want to generate a quarkonium. 

[5] Since only the ground state toponium is included in the 

simulation, the event generation at the center-of-mass energy 

between mass of the ground state toponium and the open top threshold 

is not exact. 

Relation between old and new particle code number 

In the present version, the particle ID code numbers have been 

changed. For the most of particles, the relation is systematic. 

PS meson (200-299) : (NEW)=(OLD)+160 

V meson (300-399) : (NEW)=(OLD)+200 

Baryon (400-499) : (NEW)=(OLD)+200 

Anti-Baryon (600-699) : (NEW)=(OLD)+300 

quark, anti-quark(30-49) : (NEW)=(OLD)-450 

di-quark, anti-di-quark(50-69) : (NEW)=(OLD)-400 

gluon : 90 <— 500 ; Higgs : 100 < — 180 

photon,W,Z,leptons : Unchanged 

Baryon with heavy quark(500-599,700-799), di-quark with heavy 

flavor(70-89) : Some of these are absent in the previous version 

and there is no regulation. 
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